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Poster Session A

Laboratory tests ofgravitation
Poster Session #A Tuesday� A01 New ideas and results in searhes for ultra-low-mass dark matter and marosopi topologial defetsYevgeny Stadnik (Kavli IPMU, University of Tokyo) 3� A02 Are top sensitivity Sagna gyrosopes suitable tofundamental physis, for Earth gravito-magnetism andLorentz violation tests?Angela Di Virgilio (INFN - Pisa) 4� A03 Simulation of GBAR experiment at CERN: doesantimatter fall or is there antigravity?Olivier Rousselle (Laboratoire Kastler Brossel Paris) 4� A04 Searh for salar �eld dark matter with the GEO600 gravitational wave detetorSander M. Vermeulen (Cardi� University) 4� A05 Observing quantum gravity e�ets with twin, o-loated, tabletop 3D interferometersWilliam Gri�ths (Cardi� University) 4� A06 The DAMNED experiment !Etienne Savalle (CNES and APC Paris) 4� A07 Prodution of Antihydrogen in pulsed modeAntoine Camper (University of Oslo) 5� A08 Measurement of Gravitational Coupling betweenMillimeter-Sized MassesJeremias Pfa� (University of Vienna) 5� A09 Improved Limits for Violations of Loal Positionand Loal Lorentz Invariane from Atomi Clok Com-parisonsNils Huntemann (PTB Braunshweig) 5� A10 ROYMAGE projet: a transportable lok forgeodeti and geophysial appliationsGuillaume Lion (IPGP IGN Paris) 6� A11 The ORGAN Experiment: Status, and FuturePlansBen MAllister (University of Western Australia) 62



� A12 Determination of the �ne-struture onstant withan auray of 81 parts per trillionZhibin Yao (Laboratoire Kastler Brossel Paris) 6� A13 Tests of Lorentz invariane in the phonon setorusing quartz BAW resonatorsZijun Zhao (University of Western Australia) 7� A14 Some reent developments in 5th fore searhesEphraim Fishbah (Purdue University) 7� A15 Inertial sensing with quantum gases: A ompar-ative performane study of ondensed versus thermalsoures for atom interferometryThomas Hensel (Leibniz University Hannover) 7� A16 Ferromagneti Gyrosopes for Tests of Fundamen-tal PhysisPavel Fadeev (Helmholtz Institute Mainz) 7� A17 Transportable optial lattie loks to test gravi-tational redshift in a broadasting towerNoriaki Ohmae (Fukuoka University) 7� A18 Dark matter Axion searh with riNg Cavity Ex-periment DANCE: Development of ontrol systems forlong-term measurementHiroki Fujimoto (University of Tokyo) 8� A19 Dark matter Axion searh with riNg Cavity Ex-periment DANCE: Current sensitivityYuka Oshima (University of Tokyo) 8� A20 Limits on fundamental onstant osillations fromlaser spetrosopy of moleular iodineNataniel Figueroa Leigh (JGU Mainz) 8

A01New ideas and results in searhes for ultra-low-mass darkmatter and marosopi topologial defetsYevgeny Stadnik (Kavli IPMU, University of Tokyo)Ultra-low-mass bosoni dark matter may form a oherently osillating lassial �eld.These osillating �elds an in turn indue apparent temporal variations of the funda-mental "onstants" of nature, inluding fundamental interation strengths and partilemasses [1℄, as well as partile g-fators [2℄. With the BASE ollaboration at CERN, weproposed and performed a searh for pseudosalar (axionlike) dark matter interationsusing antiprotons in a Penning trap, improving over astrophysial bounds by up to 5 or-ders of magnitude [2℄. In another reent work [3℄, we identi�ed novel signatures of salardark matter in laser-interferometri gravitational-wave detetors, suh as LIGO/VIRGOand GEO600, the existing datasets of whih may already be used to improve the sensi-tivity over urrent bounds from �fth-fore searhes by up to a fator of a few hundred.Ultra-low-mass bosons may also form marosopi topologial defets. In my reentwork [4℄, I identi�ed a number of novel signatures in previously-onsidered models oftopologial defets omposed of salar �eld(s) that interat with standard-model �eldsnon-gravitationally. In partiular, I have shown that the previously-overlooked bak-ation of ambient matter on the salar �eld(s) results in an environmental dependene ofthe fundamental onstants, as well as spatial variations of the fundamental onstants inthe viinity of massive bodies suh as Earth, due to the formation of a "bubble-like" de-fet struture surrounding the dense body [4℄. Using existing data from torsion-pendulumexperiments, lok omparison measurements at di�erent heights and astrophysial spe-tra, I have derived new bounds on marosopi domain walls that improve over previousbounds by up to 15 orders of magnitude [4℄.Referenes:(1) Stadnik and Flambaum, Physial Review Letters 114, 161301 (2015); Physial Re-view Letters 115, 201301 (2015).(2) Smorra, Stadnik et al., Nature 575, 310 (2019).(3) Grote and Stadnik, Physial Review Researh 1, 033187 (2019).(4) Stadnik, arXiv:2006.00185; Physial Review D (In press).
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A02Are top sensitivity Sagna gyrosopes suitable tofundamental physis, for Earth gravito-magnetism andLorentz violation tests?Angela Di Virgilio (INFN - Pisa)The Earth rotation is a tool to investigate fundamental physis, sine it ontains gen-eral relativity terms, as de Sitter and Lense Thirring, and an provide unique data toinvestigate Lorentz violation. Its usefulness for fundamental physi is onneted to sen-sitivity, whih is quite often express in relative to the average Earth rotation rate; theboundary to be meaningful to fundamental physis is to reah 1 part in 109 and longterm ontinuous operation. Present high sensitivity ring laser gyrosope have alreadyful�lled those requirements. The GINGER (Gyrosopes IN General Relativity) projetis devoted to fundamental physis and based in an array of RLG. GINGERINO is a topsensitivity RLG built inside the underground Gran Sasso laboratory to validate the GranSasso laboratory for GINGER. Its sensitivity has been arefully investigated with stan-dard statistial means, using 103 days of ontinuous operation and the available geodesimeasurements of the Earth angular rotation rate. Sensitivity 0.1 frad/s appears, with600s bandwidth at frequeny of 40 days, indiating the feasibility of 1 part in 1012 of theEarth rotation rate, and aordingly for GINGER the Lense Thirring test on Earth atthe 0.1% level or even better.
A03Simulation of GBAR experiment at CERN: does antimatterfall or is there antigravity?Olivier Rousselle (Laboratoire Kastler Brossel Paris)One of the main questions of fundamental physis is the ation of gravity on antimatter.We present here the simulation of the last part of the experiment GBAR at CERN, i.e.the measurement of the free fall aeleration g of antihydrogen atoms in the gravitational�eld of Earth. It inludes the Monte-Carlo generation of trajetories and the analysisleading to the estimation of g. A preision of the measurement beyond the % level ison�rmed by taking into aount the experimental design.

A04Searh for salar �eld dark matter with the GEO 600gravitational wave detetorSander M. Vermeulen (Cardi� University)Low-mass (sub-eV) salar �eld DM may indue apparent osillations of fundamental on-stants, where the frequeny is determined by the �eld's mass, and the amplitude is set bythe strength of the oupling to the SM and the loal dark matter density. These osilla-tions of fundamental onstants would produe orresponding osillations of the size andthe index of refration of solids. Laser interferometers, suh as gravitational wave (GW)detetors, are highly sensitive to hanges in the size and index of refration of the mainbeamsplitter. Therefore, examining data from GW detetors for the presene of ontin-uous osillatory signals allows for the exploration of previously unonstrained regions ofthe parameter spae of salar �eld DM. We present the motivation and methodology fora salar �eld DM searh in data from the GEO,600 GW detetor, the results of whihwill be published soon.
A05Observing quantum gravity e�ets with twin, o-loated,tabletop 3D interferometersWilliam Gri�ths (Cardi� University)Theories of quantum gravity suggest spae-time exhibits quantum �utuations. Theholographi priniple further implies that these �utuations are orrelated in overlap-ping volumes of spae-time. If observed, the orrelated �utuations would provide ahint to how gravity and quantum theories may be uni�ed. Twin o-loated interferome-ters would allow testing these theoretial models through their ross-spetrum to detetommon-mode �utuations of spae-time. Cardi� University's Gravity Exploration Insti-tute is building o-loated tabletop interferometers with su�ient sensitivity to validateor exlude some theories of quantum spae-time. The tabletop interferometers will notonly be used for quantum gravity tests but will also be sensitive to MHz gravitationalwaves and dark matter andidates. To ahieve unpreedented sensitivity, we will makeuse of highly squeezed vauum states and a 200MHz bandwidth output mode leaner.
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A06The DAMNED experiment !Etienne Savalle (CNES and APC Paris)The DAMNED experiment is a new type of experiment that ompares the frequenyof a lok to itself in the past, by �storing� photons in a �bre delay line. In ultra-lightosillating dark matter (DM) models, the oupling of DM to the standard model �eldsyields an osillation of fundamental onstants, whih in turn leads to osillations of theavity and �bre lengths and of the �bre refrative index. Additionally, the sensitivityis signi�antly ampli�ed around the mehanial resonane frequenies of the avity. Wepresent experimental result of suh an experiment and report no evidene of DM forfrequenies in the [10, 200℄ kHz region. Taking advantage of this sensitivity, we improveonstraints on the involved oupling onstants by one order of magnitude in a standardgalati DM model, at the mass orresponding to the resonant frequeny of our avity.Furthermore, in the model of relaxion DM, we improve on existing onstraints over thewhole DM mass range by about one order of magnitude, and up to six orders of magni-tude at resonane. Based on the PRL aepted paper : https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.07055

A07Prodution of Antihydrogen in pulsed modeAntoine Camper (University of Oslo)We report on the �rst prodution of antihydrogen in pulsed mode. Using a harge ex-hange reation between a plasma of old antiproton and a pulse of Rydberg positroniumatoms, the AEgIS ollaboration demonstrated the �rst prodution of antihydrogen witha preision on the time when the antiatoms are formed of a few hundreds of nanose-onds. We will present a detailed analysis of the antihydrogen prodution and outlinethe perspetives of this �rst step towards a test of the validity of the Weak EquivalenePriniple for antimatter within the AEgIS ollaboration.

A08Measurement of Gravitational Coupling betweenMillimeter-Sized MassesJeremias Pfa� (University of Vienna)Gravity is the weakest of all known fundamental fores and ontinues to pose some of themost outstanding open problems to modern physis: it remains resistant to uni�ationwithin the standard model of physis and its underlying onepts appear to be funda-mentally disonneted from quantum theory. Testing gravity on all sales is thereforean important experimental endeavour. Thus far, these tests involve mainly marosopimasses on the kg-sale and beyond. Here we show gravitational oupling between twogold spheres of 1 mm radius, thereby entering the regime of sub-100 mg soures of grav-ity. Periodi modulation of the soure mass position allows us to perform a spatialmapping of the gravitational fore. Both linear and quadrati oupling are observedas a onsequene of the nonlinearity of the gravitational potential. Our results extendthe parameter spae of gravity measurements to small single soure masses and smallgravitational �eld strengths. Further improvements will enable the isolation of gravityas a oupling fore for objets below the Plank mass. This opens the way to a yet unex-plored frontier of mirosopi soure masses, whih enables new searhes of fundamentalinterations and provides a natural path towards exploring the quantum nature of gravity.

A09Improved Limits for Violations of Loal Position and LoalLorentz Invariane from Atomi Clok ComparisonsNils Huntemann (PTB Braunshweig)Searhes for violations of Einstein's equivalene priniple, suh as tests of loal Lorentzinvariane and loal position invariane, have beome one of the leading appliations oflow-energy, high-preision experiments with laser-ooled atoms. In our laboratory, weoperate mirowave atomi loks based on the ground state hyper�ne splitting frequenyof Caesium and optial loks based on optial transitions of single trapped Ytterbiumions. The frequeny ratio of an eletri quadrupole and an eletri otupole (E3) tran-sition of Yb+ has been determined with 3E-17 frational unertainty, improving uponprevious measurements by an order of magnitude. Using two aesium fountain loks,we measured the E3 transition frequeny at 642 THz with 80 mHz unertainty, the most5



aurate determination of an optial transition frequeny to date. Repeated measure-ments of both quantities over several years are analyzed for potential violations of loalposition invariane that would a�et the atomi transition frequenies [1℄. From theobserved agreement and onsisteny of the lok data, we improve by fators of about20 and 2 the limits for frational temporal variations of the �ne struture onstant to1.0(1.1)E-18/yr and of the proton-to-eletron mass ratio to -8(36)E-18/yr. Using theannual variation of the Sun's gravitational potential at Earth, we improve limits for apotential oupling of both onstants to gravity. Operating the two optial loks both onthe E3 referene transition with di�erent orientations of the quantization axes enablesan even more aurate omparison and allows us to improve previous limits on a Lorentzsymmetry violation for eletrons by two orders of magnitude [2℄.(1) R. Lange, N. Huntemann, J. M. Rahm, C. Sanner, H. Shao, B. Lipphardt, Chr.Tamm, S. Weyers, and E. Peik, Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 011102 (2021).(2) C. Sanner, N. Huntemann, R. Lange, Chr. Tamm, E. Peik, M.S. Safronova and S.G.Porsev Nature 567, 204 (2019).
A10ROYMAGE projet: a transportable lok for geodeti andgeophysial appliationsGuillaume Lion (IPGP IGN Paris)ROYMAGE (hoRloge Optique à YtterbiumMobile Appliquée à l'exploration GEodésique)is a projet funded by the Frenh ANR dediated to develop a transportable ytterbium(Yb) optial lattie lok. Conneted to the �ber network REFIMEVE+, the lok willallow remote lok omparisons to perform hronometri geodesy appliations and testsof gravitational time dilation. With a relative frequeny unertainty targeted in the low

10−17 (equiv. 10 m in height) at a �rst step, the lok will provide geopotential measure-ments whih are not diretly available with traditional tehniques (e.g. GNSS/levelling,InSar, gravimetry, gradiometry). This ould revolutionize the determination of the grav-ity �eld and geodeti vertial referenes,the exploration of the Earth's internal dynamiand the onnetion between sea level measured either by tide gauges or by satellites. Wepresent here the objetives and motivations for the 4-years projet involving 4 partnersin the onsortium (Observatoire de Paris, IPGP, IGN and SHOM).

A11The ORGAN Experiment: Status, and Future PlansBen MAllister (University of Western Australia)We disuss the urrent status and future plans of the Osillating Resonant Group AxioN(ORGAN) Experiment, a high mass axion dark matter detetion experiment, designedto probe for axions in the 50-200 miro-eV mass range. Axions present as part of aompelling solution to the Strong CP problem in QCD, and are also a leading andidateto omprise dark matter. Despite their strong theoretial motivations, axions are yet tobe observed diretly in the lab. Most experiments whih propose to detet dark matteraxions rely on their oupling to photons. Confounding experimental e�orts to detetaxions is the fat that their mass is unknown, and thus the frequeny of any photonsgenerated via this oupling is unknown. Many reently theoretial preditions point tothe high mass (>50 miro-eV) range as promising. However, owing to a host of tehnialonerns, this range is as yet largely unprobed experimentally. ORGAN made its �rstrun in 2017, and is urrently preparing for its seond run, due to ommene in 2021,when it will begin sanning this highly promising mass range. We disuss the resultsto date, the forthoming run, and the future plans for the experiment, inluding thetehnologies whih are in development to enhane its sensitivity.
A12Determination of the �ne-struture onstant with anauray of 81 parts per trillionZhibin Yao (Laboratoire Kastler Brossel Paris)Any disrepanies between standard model preditions and experimental results mayreveal lues about the new physis. The �ne-struture onstant alpha is a ruial param-eter in quantum eletrodynamis theory espeially for evaluating the magneti moment ofeletron or muon predited by the standard model. By using a matter-wave interferome-ter to measure the reoil veloity, we obtained reently a new value of the �ne-strutureonstant with an auray of 81 parts per trillion.Using this value of the �ne-strutureonstant we obtain the standard-model predition of the anomalous magneti momentof the eletron with a relative unertainty below 0.1 ppt, whih is the most auratepredition of the standard model. This result paves the way for testing the disrepanyobserved in the magneti moment anomaly of the muon in the eletron setor.6



A13Tests of Lorentz invariane in the phonon setor usingquartz BAW resonatorsZijun Zhao (University of Western Australia)Tests of Loal Lorentz Invariane Violation (LIV) in the phonon setor was implementedusing quartz bulk aousti wave (BAW) osillators. Frequeny shifts of rotating roomtemperature osillators with state-of-the-art low phase noise are ompared. Results ofthe improved preision in the limit of standard model extension (SME) oe�ients inthe matter setor after 1.7 years' worth of data will be presented.
A14Some reent developments in 5th fore searhesEphraim Fishbah (Purdue University)We disuss reent work that has drawn attention to the signi�ane of omposition-dependent e�ets in 5th searhes. It has been shown that suh searhes require datafrom experiments in whih the aeleration di�erenes of 3 or more independent pairsof test samples of varying omposition are determined. We illustrate the impliationsof the above observation by referene to both the original Eötvös experiment, and to areent analysis of an experiment ontemporaneous with Eotvos, whih suggests a similare�et.

A15Inertial sensing with quantum gases: A omparativeperformane study of ondensed versus thermal soures foratom interferometryThomas Hensel (Leibniz University Hannover)
Quantum sensors based on light-pulse atom interferometers allow for measurements ofinertial and eletromagneti fores suh as the aurate determination of fundamentalonstants as the �ne struture onstant or testing foundational laws of modern physisas the equivalene priniple. These shemes unfold their full performane when large in-terrogation times and/or large momentum transfer an be im- plemented. In this artile,we demonstrate how interferometry an bene�t from the use of Bose-Einstein ondensedsoures when the state of the art is hallenged. We ontrast systemati and statistiale�ets indued by Bose-Einstein ondensed soures with thermal soures in three exem-plary siene ases of Earth- and spae-based sensors.

A16Ferromagneti Gyrosopes for Tests of Fundamental PhysisPavel Fadeev (Helmholtz Institute Mainz)Is intrinsi spin a�eted by gravity the same way as orbital angular momentum? Wepropose how to measure general-relativisti preession of intrinsi spin, to test this ques-tion. In our onept a ompass (a ferromagnet) is made to preess around, instead ofpointing along, the diretion of a magneti �eld, due to its eletrons' intrinsi spins. Weseek to perform a proof-of-priniple measurement in a ferromagnet levitating above asuperondutor. We show that a bound on properties of dark matter andidate in suh asetup is ompetitive with the urrent state of the art. https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.09334https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08731
A17Transportable optial lattie loks to test gravitationalredshift in a broadasting towerNoriaki Ohmae (Fukuoka University)State-of-the-art optial atomi loks with an unertainty of 10−18 allow measuring heightdi�erenes of a entimeter via the gravitational redshift. We demonstrate an 18-digit-preision frequeny omparison in a broadasting tower, TOKYO SKYTREE, by devel-oping transportable optial lattie loks. The tower provides a 450 m height di�erene7



to test gravitational redshift at 1.4(9.1) × 10−5. Our experiment shows optial loksresolving entimeters are tehnially ready for �eld appliations, suh as monitoring spa-tiotemporal hanges of geopotentials aused by ative volanoes or rustal deformationand for de�ning the geoid. We present the details of our transportable loks and theresult of the gravitational redshift measurement.
A18Dark matter Axion searh with riNg Cavity ExperimentDANCE: Development of ontrol systems for long-termmeasurementHiroki Fujimoto (University of Tokyo)Axion-like partiles (ALPs) are pseudo-salar partiles that are andidates for ultralightdark matter. ALPs interat with photons slightly and ause the rotational osillation oflinear polarization. DANCE searhes for axion dark matter by enhaning the rotationalosillation in a bow-tie ring avity. The signal to noise ratio of DANCE an be improvedby long-term observation, and we are planning 1-year observation for the �nal DANCE.In this poster session, I will report on the developed ontrol systems of the ring avityfor the future long-term observation.

A19Dark matter Axion searh with riNg Cavity ExperimentDANCE: Current sensitivityYuka Oshima (University of Tokyo)We present the priniple of Dark matter Axion searh with riNg Cavity Experiment(DANCE) and the status of the prototype experiment, DANCE At-1. To searh foraxion-like dark matter, we aim to detet the rotation and osillation of an optial lin-ear polarization aused by the axion-photon oupling. Optial path length is e�etivelyinreased with a avity, and the rotation angle of the polarization an be ampli�ed tobe deteted. In the ase of a linear avity, the rotation of polarization is inverted byre�etion at the mirror and rotation e�et is anelled out. Our group proposed to use
a bow-tie ring avity to solve this issue. The �nal version of DANCE will improve thesensitivity to the axion-photon oupling onstant for axion mass < 10−10 eV by sev-eral orders of magnitude ompared to the urrent best limits. A prototype experimentDANCE At-1 with a avity round-trip length of 1 m is underway to demonstrate the fea-sibility of our method and to investigate possible tehnial noises. Even with the shorteravity round-trip length, smaller �nesse and lower input power than the �nal DANCE,DANCE At-1 an reah the sensitivity beyond the CAST limit. We have �nished theassembly of the optis, obtained the data, and estimated urrent sensitivity. We are nowtrying to ahieve the design sensitivity of DANCE At-1 by hunting and reduing noises.In this session, we will report the urrent status of DANCE At-1.

A20Limits on fundamental onstant osillations from laserspetrosopy of moleular iodineNataniel Figueroa Leigh (Johannes Gutenberg UniversitätMainz)Approximately 85% of the matter ontent of the Universe is nonluminous, and omposedby partiles of unknown nature; this makes dark matter one of the biggest open questionsin physis today. Among the promising andidates for dark matter, there are bosoni�elds with small salar oupling to standard-model partiles. Here, we present a searhfor two suh �elds (dilatons and relaxions), that would manifest as osillations of funda-mental �onstants�. This would produe an osillating frequeny shift, δf, in the R(122)2-10 I2 transition at 725 nm (f0 ≈ 413 THz), whih we looked for using absorption spe-trosopy. Osillations were not observed at the δf/f0 < 10−14 level in the range between0.1 to 100 MHz allowing us to put limits on the e�ets of potential dark matter-induedfundamental �onstant� osillations.
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Poster Session B

Observational and spaetests of gravitation
Poster Session #B Thursday� B01 ACES/PHARAO: high performane spae-to-groundand ground-to-ground lok omparison for fundamentalphysisMar Lilley (SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris) 10� B02 Constraining modi�ed theories of gravity using thelatest LIGO-Virgo ringdown observationsGregorio Carullo (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa) 10� B03 Searhing for new physis during gravitationalwaves propagationLeïla Haegel (Laboratoire Astropartiules et Cosmologie Paris) 11� B04 Gravitational wave lensing beyond General Rela-tivityJose Maria Ezquiaga (University of Chiago) 11� B05 MICROSCOPE : new improvement on the system-ati errorOéane Dhuique (ONERA Chatillon) 11� B06 Testing General Relativity with blak hole X-raydata: reent progress and future developmentsCosimo Bambi (Fudan University Shanghai) 12� B07 Weighing spaetime along the line of sight usingpreise astrometryMikolaj Korzynski (CFT PAN Warsaw) 12� B08 Constraining the Hubble onstant and modi�edGW propagation with LIGO/Virgo dark sirensMihele Manarella (Université de Genève) 12� B09 Novel atom-optis sensors for future satellite grav-ity missionsHu Wu (IfE Leibniz Universität Hannover) 12� B10 Progress on the Astrometri Gravitation ProbeoneptMario Gai (INAF Osservatorio Astro�sio di Torino ) 139



� B11 Testing Modi�ed Gravity theory (MOG) withType Ia Supernovae, Cosmi Chronometers and BaryonAousti OsillationsSiusama Landau (Buenos Aires University) 13� B12 An Experiment Exploring Gravitational E�ets onCP ViolationGiovanni Maria Piaentino (Nettuno University Rome) 13� B13 Constraining massless dilaton theory at solar sys-tem sales with the planetary ephemeris INPOPAgnès Fienga (Geoazur Observatoire de la C�te d'Azur Nie) 14� B14 Intermediate mass blak holes searh using gravi-tational mirolensing.Tristan Blaineau (IJCLab Orsay) 15� B15 The Most Stringent Test of the Strong EquivalenePriniple with Gravitational WavesCS Unnikrishnan (TIFR Mumbai) 15� B16 Strong �eld tests of gravity with eletromagnetiand gravitational waves: suesses and hallengesSourabh Nampalliwar (Eberhard Karls Univ. of Tübingen) 15

B01ACES/PHARAO: high performane spae-to-ground andground-to-ground lok omparison for fundamental physisMar Lilley (SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris)The Atomi Clok Ensemble in Spae (ACES) is a fundamental physis mission of theEuropean Spae Ageny (ESA) to be launhed in August 2021. It relies on a high-performane lok onboard the International Spae Station (ISS), a network of high-performane loks on ground, a dediated two-way mirowave link (MWL) enablingspae-to-ground and ground-to-ground lok omparisons, as well as an optial link(ELT). PHARAO/SHM (Projet d'Horloge Atomique par Refroidissement d'Atomes enOrbite/Spae Hydrogen Maser), the lok onboard the ISS, has a relative frequenyauray at the 10−16 level, a relative frequeny stability (Allan deviation) equal to

10−13/
p

(τ ) (τ being the integration time in seonds) and a time deviation of 12 piose-onds after one day of integration. The MWL is designed to reah a time deviation below7 ps after one day of integration. While spae-to-ground lok omparisons will enablepreise tests of the gravitational redshift, tests of deviations from General Relativity atthe 10−6 level, and tests of loal Lorentz invariane at the 10−10 level, ground-to-groundlok omparisons will enable a searh of the time variation of fundamental onstantswith unertainty at the 10−17 level after one year. In this ontribution, we review themission set up with a partiular emphasis on the MWL, disuss the simulation and dataanalysis software developed to investigate mission performane, fousing on its primarysienti� objetive: the test of the gravitational redshift.
B02Constraining modi�ed theories of gravity using the latestLIGO-Virgo ringdown observationsGregorio Carullo (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa)Observations of binary blak holes mergers from the LIGO-Virgo interferometers providean unpreedented opportunity to glane into an unexplored dynamial regime of gravity,where spaetime urvature is several orders of magnitudes larger than the one probed byother experiments. We will start by reviewing the state of the art of blak holes ringdownspetra observations. Next, we will show how requiring stringent, yet well-motivated, per-turbative parametrisations of beyond-General Relativity (GR) e�ets, allows to extratobservational onstraints muh stronger than those present in the literature on a variety10



of lasses of alternative theories of gravity. Suh a boost brings observations lose tothe regime where orretions from E�etive Field Theories of beyond-GR gravity maystart to leave a detetable imprint, and translates into a muh smaller number of signalsneeded to detet violations due to a modi�ed theory of gravity. Finally, we will showwhat onstraints an be plaed on a lass of spei� theories, where a self-onsistent,non-perturbative predition an be tested against the data.
B03Searhing for new physis during gravitational wavespropagationLeïla Haegel (Laboratoire Astropartiules et CosmologieParis)The diret detetion of gravitational waves opened an unpreedented hannel to probethe existene of new physis, inluding alternative theories of gravitation and violation ofLorentz invariane by low-energy manifestation of a possible theory of quantum gravity.The dispersion of gravitational waves during their propagation would be a lear �ag fornew physis, and would a�et the signal morphology as well as the inferred luminositydistane of the soure. This poster presents onstraints on the gravitational waves dis-persion using the LIGO and Virgo detetion during the �rst three observational runs.It also outlines a novel study aiming at measuring the Standard Model Extension oef-�ients for polarisation-dependent dispersion due to spaetime birefringene.

B04Gravitational wave lensing beyond General RelativityJose Maria Ezquiaga (University of Chiago)Lensed gravitational waves (GWs) are natural laboratories to test the underlaying theoryof gravity. Nonetheless, little has been explored about how GWs propagate in theoriesbeyond General Relativity (GR) over generi spae-times and their possible mixing withadditional gravitational degrees of freedom. I will present a formalism to solve the lensedpropagation beyond GR and identify the propagation eigenstates. I will then disuss how
this leads to novel signatures suh as birefringene, ehoes or srambled signals. Interest-ingly, these tests of gravity do not require eletromagneti ounterparts. Applying ourframework to Horndeski theories with sreening, I will show how these new e�ets ouldbe more onstraining than GW170817.

B05MICROSCOPE : new improvement on the systemati errorOéane Dhuique (ONERA Chatillon)MICROSCOPE is a spae mission that aims to test the equivalene priniple with anauray of 10−15 on the Eötvös parameter. The equivalene priniple is the main pos-tulate of general relativity, it states the equivalene of the inertial and the gravitationalmasses. The satellite was launhed in 2016 and deommissioned in 2018. Its instrumentT-SAGE is omposed of two di�erential aelerometers. The �rst one, SUREF, is om-posed of two test masses both made of Platinum and is used to test the onsisteny of theexperiment and the data proess. The seond one, SUEP, used for EP test, is omposedof an internal mass of Platinum and of an external mass in Titanium. In ase of an EPviolation, a signal is expeted to appear at the frequeny of Earth's gravity �eld modula-tion, alled FEP , on the di�erential aeleration of the two test masses. The �rst resultpublished in deember 2017 showed no evidene of violation higher than 1.3 × 10−14at 1 sigma. The upper bound of the systemati error was evaluated of 71 × 10−15 andwas ompatible with this statisti error. 94% of this systemati error ame from theevaluation of the upper limit of the instrument thermal variations. The result was ob-tained with only 7% of the data, thus an improvement of the statistial error is exeptedwith the analysis of the whole data and it beomes important to be less onservative inthe evaluation of the systemati error. Several sessions were dediated to the in-orbitestimation of the thermal sensitivity at a fsti frequeny (lose to the fEP frequeny)related to the sensor unit or to the eletroni unit. I have analysed these sessions bythe mean of two di�erent methods whih provide oherent estimations of the thermalsensitivity. I have demonstrated that for 3 parts of the instrument the thermal sensitivitydoesn't depend on the frequeny, while for one part of the SUEP instrument we note afrequeny dependeny that we modelize by a �rst order �lter. After a brief presenta-tion of the MICROSCOPE mission, I will present the result obtained with these methods.
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B06Testing General Relativity with blak hole X-ray data:reent progress and future developmentsCosimo Bambi (Fudan University Shanghai)The theory of General Relativity has suessfully passed a large number of observationaltests. The theory has been extensively tested in the weak-�eld regime with experimentsin the Solar System and observations of binary pulsars. The past �ve years have seentremendous progress in the study of the strong-�eld regime, whih an now be testedwith gravitational waves, X-ray data, and mm and sub-mm Very Long Baseline Inter-ferometry observations. In my talk, I will summarize the state-of-the-art of the tests ofGeneral Relativity with blak hole X-ray data, disussing its reent progress and futuredevelopments.
B07Weighing spaetime along the line of sight using preiseastrometryMikolaj Korzynski (CFT PAN Warsaw)I will present a new method of determining the mass density along the line of sight byomparing the results of two types of astrometri distane measures to a single luminousobjet: the angular diameter distane or luminosity distane with the parallax distane.The di�erene between them is a spaetime urvature e�et and, for short distanes, itan expressed as an integral of the matter density along the LOS. The derivation of thee�et assumes the geometri optis approximation, but otherwise it is very general andvalid in any spaetime.

B08Constraining the Hubble onstant and modi�ed GWpropagation with LIGO/Virgo dark sirensMihele Manarella (Université de Genève)
The reent detetions and data releases from LIGO/Virgo allow the �rst onrete applia-tions of statistial methods for onstraining osmologial parameters with GravitationalWaves (GWs). Moreover, they open the possibility of new tests of General Relativity,based on the fat that GW signals are standard sirens and that modi�ed gravity modelspredit non-standard GW propagation. I will present the hierarhial bayesian frame-work for onstraining the Hubble parameter and modi�ed GW propagation with �darksirens� (namely, ompat binary oalesenes without an eletromagneti ounterpart)and galaxy atalogues, foussing in partiular on relevant improvements to the treatmentof the latter, suh as their ompleteness, and on the orret treatment of seletion bias. Iwill then show results that make use of the reent O3a data release, presenting the mostaurate measurement of H0 from dark sirens alone, new bounds on modi�ed GW prop-agation, ommenting on the role of EM ounterparts and on relevant systematis. I willalso present the python ode used to produe these results, that will be shortly publilyavailable, making it the �rst open soure tool to date to onstrain H0 and modi�ed GWpropagation.

B09Novel atom-optis sensors for future satellite gravitymissionsHu Wu (IfE Leibniz Universität Hannover)The advanements of atom-optis tehnology bring new opportunities to develop novelsensors and measurement onepts for aelerometry, gradiometry and hronometry. Theatomi sensors, whih utilize ooled atoms as test masses to observe aelerations orgravity gradients in a free-falling ondition, show a very high sensitivity and long-termstability. These properties are very bene�ial for their appliation in future satellitegravity missions. Another promising new tehnique for geodesy, i.e., optial loks, usethe eletron transition frequeny in the optial range of the eletromagneti spetrumof atoms as frequeny standard. Today optial loks an provide the frequeny infor-mation with an unertainty level of one part in 1018. Aording to Einstein's theoryof general relativity, one an observe the gravitational redshift e�et through the om-parison of lok frequenies, and thus obtain the gravity potential di�erenes betweenthe lok stations. In addition, laser interferometer ranging with nanometer auray� whih has been realized in the GRACE-FO mission � belongs to these novel sensorswhere future missions may bene�t from atomi optis. We will illustrate how gravity�eld determination an potentially bene�t from these novel atom-optis sensors and showfuture perspetives for Earth's gravimetri observations in various senarios. Cloks on-board orbiting satellites are proposed to obtain gravity potential values through the12



omparison to referene loks on ground or in spae. An atomi aelerometer, or itshybridization with a lassial eletrostati aelerometer, is expeted to largely improvethe measurement of non-onservative fores in spae. This will ontribute to preiselyredue the non-onservative perturbations in GRACE-like measurements. In addition,gravity gradiometry an be realized based on old atom interferometry. Full-sale simu-lations are performed to map the sensitivities of these types of measurements to gravity�eld oe�ients. The bene�t of these novel sensors for the determination of di�erentgravity �eld parts and gravity variations over time are quantitatively evaluated.We gratefully aknowledge the �nanial support by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft(DFG, German Researh Foundation) under Germany's Exellene Strategy EXC-2123�QuantumFrontiers� (Projet-ID: 390837967). The study is also funded by the DeutsheForshungsgemeinshaft (DFG, German Researh Foundation) � Projet-ID 434617780 �SFB 1464. A. Knabe aknowledges initial funding for the DLR Institute by the Ministryof Siene and Culture of the German State of Lower Saxony from �NiedersähsishesVorab�.
B10Progress on the Astrometri Gravitation Probe oneptMario Gai (INAF Osservatorio Astro�sio di Torino )The Astrometri Gravitation Probe (AGP) mission is a modern version of the 1919Dyson-Eddington-Davidson experiment, based on a spae-borne telesope with a oro-nagraphi system implementing a permanent elipse. The expeted improvement onurrent experimental bounds to General Relativity and ompeting gravitation theoriesis by at least two orders of magnitude. The siene is brie�y realled, and the mea-surement priniple is reviewed: Fizeau-like ombination of a set of individual invertedoronagraphs, simultaneously feeding a ommon telesope. A novel optial design hasbeen reently introdued, minimising the sensitivity of the optial performane to per-turbations.

B11Testing Modi�ed Gravity theory (MOG) with Type IaSupernovae, Cosmi Chronometers and Baryon AoustiOsillationsSiusama Landau (Buenos Aires University)We analyse the MOdi�ed Gravity (MOG) theory, proposed by Mo�at, in a osmologialontext. We use data from Type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia), Baryon Aousti Osillations(BAO) and Cosmi Chronometers (CC) to test MOG preditions. For this, we perform

×2 tests onsidering �xed values of H0 and VG, the self-interation potential of one ofthe salar �elds in the theory. Our results show that the MOG theory is in agreementwith all data sets for some partiular values of H0 and VG, being the BAO data set themost powerful tool to test MOG preditions, due to its onstraining power
B12An Experiment Exploring Gravitational E�ets on CPViolationGiovanni Maria Piaentino (Nettuno University Rome)We suggest a new experiment sensitive to a possible di�erene between the amount ofCP violation as measured on the surfae of the Earth and in a lower gravity environ-ment, i.e., to measure a dependene in the magnitude of CP violation as a funtion ofgravitational �eld intensity. An experiment on the surfae of the Moon, in Leo orbit,or in a Lagrangian point orbit would provide an environment with gMoon ≅ 0.165gEarth, gLEO ≅ 0.9gEarth , or gL.P.O ≅ 0.0, respetively. In our model-independent experi-ment we intend to explore the onnetion between CP violation and gravity. We notethat, should it exist, gravity-indued CP violation ould help explain the osmi baryonasymmetry. Sakharov's onditions are satis�ed (in SM) [14, 15, 16℄, while many non-SMtheories imply a large CP violation and antigravity [6, 17, 18℄. In 1961, Good [19℄ alu-lated that a repulsive gravitational interation of antimatter should ause CP violation,at that time still unknown. Chardin [17℄ reformulated Good's argument and showedthat the gravitational �eld on the surfae of the Earth is of the required order of mag-nitude to ause CP violation during the mixing time. Spei�ally, the mixing time ofthe K0

− K0 system, ∆τ = 5.9 × 10−10 ”s” ≅ 6τKS

is long enough for the gravitational�eld of the Earth to indue a separation, ∆ζ = g(∆τ 2, between matter and antimatteromponents of the K meson. When ompared to the kaon's Compton wavelength, we13



obtain an adimensional CPV parameter, χ = Ω × 0.88 × 10−3 whih is O(epsilon). Onthe Moon's surfae, we expet χM to be ∼ 97% less than χE, in LEO we expet χLEOto be ∼ 10% less than χE , and in the Lagrangian point orbit it should be negligible,assuming a linear dependene of ǫ with the gravitational aeleration ([17℄, [19℄). Takingadvantage of the osmi proton �ux as measured by AMS-02 [23℄ and PAMELA [24℄,both in LEO and aboard the Lunar Reonnaissane Orbiter [21, 22℄, our detetor wouldonsist of a PbWO4 target to produe a �ux of neutral Kaons. By measuring the numberof KL deays inside a 1 m radius 4 m deep ylindrial traking volume with an o�setbetween the target and the traking volume of 2 m to allow the KS to deay we anmeasure R = Γ(KL → π+π−)/Γ(KL → π+π−π0). Any di�erene of this value fromthe value measured on Earth's surfae would indiate a dependene of CPV on the theGravitational �eld.REFERENCES(1) A. Kellerbauer, et al. (AEgIS Collaboration), Proposed antimatter gravity measure-ment with an antihydrogen beam, Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B 266 (2008)351. (2) A.E. Charman, et al. (ALPHA Collaboration), Desription and �rst appliationof a new tehnique to measure the gravitational mass of antihydrogen, Nature Comm. 4(2013) 1785. (3) G. Gabrielse, et al. (ATRAP Collaboration), Trapped antihydrogen inits ground state, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 (2012) 113002. (4) G. Chardin, P. Grandemange,D. Lunney, et al., Proposal to Measure the Gravitational Behaviour of Antihydrogen atRest, Teh. Rep. CERN-SPSC-2011-029, SPSC-P-342. (5) A. Antognini, et al., [MAGECollaboration℄. Studying Antimatter Gravity with Muonium, Atoms 6 17 (2018). (6)A. Benoit-Levy and G. Chardin, Introduing the Dira-Milne universe, Astron. Astro-phys. 537, A78 (2012). (7) J. M. Ripalda �Time reversal and negative energies in generalrelativity� arXiv:gr-q/9906012 (8) M.J.T.F. Cabbolet, Elementary Proess Theory: aformal axiomati system with a potential appliation as a foundational framework forphysis supporting gravitational repulsion of matter and antimatter. Annalen der Physik.522 (10), (2010) 699�738. (9) M. Kowitt, Gravitational repulsion and Dira antimatter.International Journal of Theoretial Physis. 35 (3). (1996) 605�631. (10) R.M. Santilli,A lassial isodual theory of antimatter and its predition of antigravity. InternationalJournal of Modern Physis A. 14 (14). (1999) 2205�2238. (11) M. Villata. On thenature of dark energy: the lattie Universe. Astrophysis and Spae Siene. 345 (1).(2013) 1�9. (12) M. Villata. The matter-antimatter interpretation of Kerr spaetime.Annalen der Physik. 527 (7�8). (2015) 507�512. (13) M.J.T.F. Cabbolet. Annalender Physik. 523 (12) (2011) 990�994. (14) M.B. Gavela, P. Hernandez, J. Orlo�, andO. Pene. Standard model CP violation and baryon asymmetry, Mod. Phys. Lett.,A9:795�810, (1994). (15) M.B. Gavela, P. Hernandez, J. Orlo�, O. Pene, and C. Quim-bay. Standard model CP violation and baryon asymmetry. Part 2: Finite temperature,Nul.Phys.B 430, (1994) 382�426. (16) P. Huet and E. Sather. Eletroweak baryogenesisand standard model CP violation, Phys.Rev.D 51, (1995) 379�394. (17) G. Chardin,CP violation and antigravity (revisited), Nulear Physis A 558 (1993) 477. (18) M.Villata, CPT symmetry and antimatter gravity in general relativity, EPL 94, 2, 20001
(2011). (19) M. L. Good, K0 2 and the Equivalene Priniple, Phys.Rev. 121 (1961)311�313. (20) D. Hajdukovi. Quantum vauum and virtual gravitational dipoles: thesolution to the dark energy problem? Astrophysis and Spae Siene. Volume 339,Issue 1, (2012) 1�5. (21) M. D. Looper, et al. The radiation environment near the lunarsurfae: CRaTER observations and Geant4 simulations. Spae Weather, Vol. 11 (2013)142�152 (22) M. Akerman, et al. [Fermi-LAT Collaboration℄, Measurement of the highenergy gamma-ray emission from the Moon with the Fermi Large Area Telesope, Phys.Rev. D 93 8, 082001 (2016). (23) M. Aguilar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 110 (2013) 141102.K. Luebelsmeyer et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. A 654 (2011) 639. B. Alpat et al., Nul.Instr. Meth. A 613 (2010) 207. A. Basili et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. A 707 (2013)99; V. Bindi et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. A 623 (2010) 968. (24) O. Adriani, et al., TenYears of PAMELA in Spae, Rivista del Nuovo Cimento, 10, (2017) 473�522. (25) G.M. Piaentino, A. Palladino, G. Venanzoni, Measuring gravitational e�ets on antimat-ter in spae, Physis of the Dark Universe, 13, (2016) 162�165. (26) G. M. Piaentino,A. Gioiosa, A. Palladino, G. Venanzoni, Measuring gravitational e�ets on antimatterin spae, Advanes in Dark Matter and Partile Physis, EPJ Web of Conferenes 142,01023 (2017).

B13Constraining massless dilaton theory at solar system saleswith the planetary ephemeris INPOPAgnès Fienga (Geoazur Observatoire de la C�te d'AzurNie)In this poster we present the results obtained with the INPOP planetary ephemeridesin term of onstraining the phenomenology of the massless dilaton theory in the Solarsystem. We expose the phenomenology of the massless dilaton theory in the Solar systemfor a non universal quadrati oupling between the salar �eld whih represents the dila-ton, and the matter: modi�ed post-Newtonian equations of motion of an N-body systemand the light time travel are derived from the ation of the theory. We use the physialproperties of the bodies of the Solar system to redue the number of parameters to betested to 3 in the linear oupling ase, and 6 in the quadrati oupling ase. In the linearase, we have an universal oupling onstant α0 and two oupling onstants αT and αGrelated respetively to the telluri bodies and to the gazeous bodies. In the quadratiase, the 3 supplementary onstants are β0, a quadrati universal oupling onstant, and

βT and βG, quadrati non universal oupling onstants related respetively to the telluribodies and the gazeous bodies. Then we use the last version of our planetary ephemeris,14



INPOP19a, in order to onstrain these onstants.
B14Intermediate mass blak holes searh using gravitationalmirolensing.Tristan Blaineau (IJCLab Orsay)Gravitational mirolensing onstrains massive ompat objet abundane within theGalati halo. Past surveys (MACHO, EROS, OGLE, MOA) exluded objets lighterthan 10 solar masses as a major omponent of Galati dark matter. Reent detetionsof oalesenes of heavier blak holes by LIGO/Virgo rekindled the interest in ompatobjets dark matter. The e�ieny of the past mirolensing surveys was limited in lensmass by their duration. As they over several distint time periods, ombining all theirdatabases allows us to obtain very long timesale light urves. As a onsequene, we aninrease our sensitivity to lenses of mass up to several hundreds of solar masses. I willpresent preliminary results from the ombination of MACHO and EROS surveys.

B15The Most Stringent Test of the Strong EquivalenePriniple with Gravitational WavesCS Unnikrishnan (TIFR Mumbai)The Strong Equivalene Priniple (SEP) holds the full essene and meaning of the Gen-eral Theory of Relativity as the nonlinear relativisti theory of gravitation. It asserts theuniversal oupling of gravity to all matter and its interations inluding the gravitationalinteration and the gravitational self energy. We point out that the on�rmation of thegravitational oupling to gravitons, and hene to the gravitational waves, is the mostdiret test of the SEP. We show that the near simultaneous detetion of gravitationalwaves and gamma rays from the merger of binary neutron stars provides a unique andthe most stringent test of the SEP, better than a part in 109, whih is also the only testof the SEP in the radiation setor. This diret test surpasses the previous tests fromLunar Laser Ranging (10−4) and the Triple ompat star system (10−5). Further, several
more instanes of similar detetions are expeted, whih will improve the preision andthe reliability of this unique test. (with George T. Gillies of University of Virginia).

B16Strong �eld tests of gravity with eletromagneti andgravitational waves: suesses and hallengesSourabh Nampalliwar (Eberhard Karls University ofTübingen)Einstein's theory of gravity has been the standard theory for desribing gravitationalphenomena in our universe for several deades now. Along with its suesses, there havebeen some questions, e.g., singularities, dark matter, dark energy, that have emerged forwhih it does not provide a satisfatory answer. This has led to proposals that modify orsupersede Einstein's theory, and testing these theories against data, espeially from thestrong-�eld regime, has emerged as a new paradigm in physis in reent years. Along withthe ompletely new avenue of gravitational waves, new and improved tehniques basedon eletromagneti waves are being used to test GR ever more stringently. As the realmbeyond GR is unknown, a popular approah is to look for theory-agnosti deviationsfrom GR/preditions of GR. I will desribe onstraints on some of these theory-agnostideviations obtained up to now, and mention some of the hallenges and opportunitiesgoing forward.
15
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C01Neutron stars and white dwarfs as tools for the detetion ofa photoni mass.Abel Quintana (Universidad AutónomaMetropolitana-Iztapalapa)In the present work we onsider a rotating neutron star or white dwarf and, introduingthe Proa Lagrangian, analyze the e�ets that a photoni mass has upon the orre-sponding energy-momentum tensor of the involved eletromagneti �eld. In addition,the onsequenes on the gravitomagneti �eld of this mass is studied. The order of mag-nitude of the dedued e�ets is onsidered and the detetability disussed.
C02Little rip and hyperboli models in modi�ed theory ofgravityBivudutta Mishra (Birla Institute of Tehnology andSiene-Pilani, Hyderabad Campus)we have presented two osmologial models of the Universe in the framework of f(R; T)gravity theory, where we have onsidered a minimal oupling between the matter andgeometry appearing inside the gravitational ation. We hose an anisotropi metri forour investigation. Two di�erent models one with little rip behavior and the other with ahyperboli form of the Hubble parameter are onstruted. The models provide aeler-ating behavior of the Universe at late time of the evolution. For the both the model, wehave disussed the dynamial behavior of the EoS parameter. More or less, the physialbehavior of both models appear to be the same at least at late times. However, at aninitial phase, the hyperboli model shows some interesting behavior. It is observed that,both the models evolve in the phantom-like osmi phase and at late times overlap withLambda CDM model. The oupling onstant of the f(R; T) gravity theory a�ets thedynamis of the models in deiding the path history of the EoS parameter. We have alsoarried out a geometrial diagnosis of the model to show the viability of the models.
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C03Bifurations of a soliton model of dark matter towardsnatural in�ationEkehard Mielke (Universidad Autonoma MetropolitanaIztapalapa Mexio)Axion-like salar �elds with a periodi potential provide a solitoni model of dark mat-ter halos of galaxies. Here we point out that their stability analysis bridges over, viabifurations, to natural in�ation. Then the (pseudo-) salar part of the Lagrangian anbe mapped into a gravity model mildly nonlinear in the salar urvature. In the aseof an axioni periodi potential, the equivalent Lagrangian L(R) exhibits a ombinationof swallow tail usps with transitions of stability, well-known from atastrophe theory.The resulting almost Einsteinian branhes indiate a `uni�ation' of dark matter, darkenergy and in�ation. (Physis Letters B)
C04Phenomenologial model explaining Hubble Tension originGennagy Bisnovatyi-Kogan (Spae Researh Institute RASMosow)One of the problem revealed reently in osmology is a so-alled Hubble tension (HT),whih is the di�erene between values of the present Hubble onstant, measured by ob-servation of the universe at redshift z . 1, and by observations of a distant universe withCMB �utuations originated at z ∼ 1100. In this paper we suggest, that this disrepanymay be explained by deviation of the osmologial expansion from a standard Lambda-CDM model of a �at universe, during the period after reombination at z . 1100, due toation of additional variable omponent of a dark energy of di�erent origin. We suppose,that a dark matter (DM) has a ommon origin with a variable omponent of a darkenergy (DEV). DE presently may have two omponents, one of whih is the Einsteinonstant Λ, and another, smaller omponent DEV (ΛV ) omes from the remnants of asalar �elds responsible for in�ation. Due to ommon origin and interonnetions thedensities of DEV and DM are supposed to be onneted, and remain almost onstant dur-ing, at least, the time after reombination, when we may approximate ρDM = αrhoDEV .This part of the dark energy in not onneted with the osmologial onstant Λ, butis de�ned by existene of salar �elds with a variable density. Taking into aount thein�uene of DEV on the universe expansion we �nd the value of α whih ould remove

the HT problem. In order to maintain the almost onstant DEV/DM energy densityratio during the time interval at z < 1100, we suggest an existene of a wide mass DMpartile distribution.
C05On the quantum origin of a dark universeSaurya Das (University of Lethbridge)It has been shown beyond reasonable doubt that the majority (about 95%) of the totalenergy budget of the universe is given by the dark onstituents, namely Dark Mat-ter and Dark Energy. What onstitutes Dark Matter and Dark Energy remains to besatisfatorily understood however, despite a number of promising andidates. An as-soiated onundrum is that of the oinidene, i.e. the question as to why the DarkMatter and Dark Energy densities are of the same order of magnitude at the presentepoh, after evolving over the entire expansion history of the universe. In an attemptto address these, we onsider a quantum potential resulting from a quantum orretedRayhaudhuri/Friedmann Equation in presene of a osmi �uid, whih is presumed tobe a Bose-Einstein ondensate (BEC) of ultralight bosons. For a suitable and physiallymotivated marosopi ground state wavefuntion of the BEC, we show that a uni�edpiture of the osmi dark setor an indeed emerge, whih also resolves the issue ofthe oinidene. The e�etive density of the Dark energy omponent turns out to be aosmologial onstant, by virtue of a residual homogeneous term in the quantum poten-tial. Furthermore, omparison with observed data give an estimate of the mass of theonstituent bosons in the BEC, whih is well within the bounds predited from otheronsiderations.Authors: Saurya Das (University of Lethbridge), Mohit Kumar Sharma (University ofDelhi), Sourav Sur (University of Delhi) Presenter: Saurya Das

C06Symmetries of blak hole perturbationsAdam Solomon (Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburg)18



We disuss symmetries of the ation for perturbations around Shwarzshild, their ori-gins, and their impliations for gravitational-wave observations. This is motivated inpartiular by two speial aspets of blak hole perturbation theory in four dimensions� isospetrality of quasinormal modes and the vanishing of tidal Love numbers � whihseem ripe for an explanation in terms of symmetries. We report a novel symmetry ofgeneral relativity around Shwarzshild, whih on-shell reprodues the famous Chan-drasekhar duality and therefore underlies isospetrality, and further show that this isan extension of eletri-magneti duality to blak hole bakgrounds. We further disussa zoo of �hidden symmetries� present whenever there are Killing vetors, inluding thesymmetries of Ehlers and Geroh, and their potential impliations for Love numbers.

C07A multiverse model generalization of Penrose CCCosmology as to how to obtain high frequeny Gravitationalwaves from the onset of in�ation and the starting Plankianregime of spae-timeAndrew Bekwith (Chongqing University)Starting from a multiverse generalization of Penrose Cyli Conformal osmology, as afeed into the starting point for in�ation, we re do a standard energy density of a bosoni�eld alulation ∼ h× k4 whih is proportional to 2× 1071 times GeV to the 4th power,whereas the standard result for DE, if ommensurate to experimental observations is
1/10120 times smaller. If we look at k ∼ 2 ∗ π/λ, whereas λ is the wavelength, we �ndthat the wavelength initially would have to be 1030 times larger than the wavelengthwhih yielded the bosoni �eld value of 2 × 1071 times GeV to the 4th power. The aimof this paper is to disuss a pre in�ationary geometry as for how this ould ome about,using the work done by the author in the publiation Using �Enhaned Quantization�to Bound the Cosmologial Constant, (for a Bound-on Graviton Mass), by ComparingTwo Ation Integrals (One Being from General Relativity) at the Start of In�ation"whih is in the Fundamental Physis and Physis Eduation Researh springer VerlagPubliation(2021). Upon obtaining this value of the osmologial onstant and fatoringin, its onnetions to a Pre Plankian spae-time geometry, we then speify that if theosmologial onstant is proportional to the square of the mass of a graviton, we anthen speify a vauum energy density of 10120 times larger than that of the free spaeDE whih would then be used, to speify an enormous initial Frequeny for gravitonsof mass m(graviton) as spei�ed by also assuming an initial entropy of about 1030 ormore from the Plankian regime of spae-time to the eletroweak. regime of spae-time.

The DE/ osmologial onstant energy would be spei�ed within a bubble of spae timewith feed in from a multiverse , with the multiverse allowing for 1030 times larger initialwavelength prior to energy being fed into a near singularity of spae-time whih wouldhave a dramatially dereased value of k ∼ 2×π/λ , whih in turn if the singularity werebuilt up ould, if 1030 times energy density of DE lead to initially very high frequenyGravity waves
C08General Relativity from Sattering AmplitudesPierre Vanhove (Institut de Physique Théorique CEASalay)We outline the program to apply modern quantum �eld theory methods to alulateobservables in lassial general relativity through a trunation to lassial terms of themulti-graviton two-body on-shell sattering amplitudes between massive �elds. Sineonly long-distane interations orresponding to non-analyti piees need to be inluded,unitarity uts provide substantial simpli�ations for both post-Newtonian and post-Minkowskian expansions. We illustrate this quantum �eld theoreti approah to las-sial general relativity by omputing the interation potentials to seond order in thepost-Newtonian expansion, and deriving the stati Shwarzshild-Tangherlini metri byextrating the lassial ontributions from the multi-loop vertex funtions of a gravitonemitted from a massive salar �eld.

C09A New E�etive Spin for Modelling Preessing HigherModes in the Strong-FieldLuy M. Thomas (University of Birmingham)Gravitational wave data analysis relies on aurate and e�ient waveform models whihinorporate physial phenomena suh as preession and higher-order modes. Currentsemi-analytial models for preessing binary blak holes are not alibrated to numerialrelativity in the preessing setor, in part due to the high-dimensionality of the param-eter spae. One possibility lies in dimensional redution of the preessing spin-spae,19



previously done with χp, but it has been shown that χp does not aurately representpreessing higher-order modes, whih are ruial for modelling a omplete preessingwaveform. This poster presents an alternative 2D e�etive preession spin ~χperp, andshows that it reprodues the preession dynamis and higher-order modes of strong-�eldpreessing waveforms muh more aurately than χp, as well as the remnant spin. Thisould be a promising avenue towards meaningful alibration of semi-analyti preessing,higher-order mode waveforms to numerial relativity.
C10Blak Holes Lessons from Multipole Ratios: A NewWindow into Blak HolesDaniel Mayerson (IPhT CEA Salay)We ompute gravitational mass and angular momentum multipole moments for four-dimensional blak holes and fuzzball geometries thereof. For Kerr and for supersymmet-ri blak holes many multipole moments vanish, but we show that an in�nite number ofratios of vanishing multipoles are onstant. We alulate these ratios for the �rst time,using two very di�erent methods; the results agree spetaularly for ertain blak holes.Hene our work establishes that ratios of vanishing multipoles are intrinsi properties offour-dimensional blak holes. For the Kerr blak hole these ratios pose strong onstraintson the parameterization of possible deviations from the Kerr geometry that should betested by future gravitational wave interferometers.

C11Axisymmetri equilibrium models for magnetised neutronstars in salar-tensor theoriesJaopo Soldateshi (Università degli Studi di Firenze)Among the most promising �alternative theories of gravity�, one of the most studiedlass is that of �salar-tensor theories of gravity� (STTs), beause they are the mostsimple extensions of general relativity (GR), they don't lead to pathologies in the spae-time properties, and show behaviours that look promising in the ontext of osmologial
onstraints. Some of these theories predit a phenomenon known as �spontaneous salari-sation�, whih produes strong deviations from GR in ompat objets, like neutron stars(NSs), while ful�lling the strong observational onstraints in the weak gravity regime.Suh phenomenon is potentially observable in this new era of gravitational wave astron-omy. We present here, for the �rst time, the results of numerial multi-dimensionalmodelling of NSs in STTs, with the inlusion of magneti �elds, aomplished by thesimultaneous solution of the oupled salar-Einstein-Maxwell equations. We show howglobal quantities, like mass, inertia moments and magneti deformation, whih are po-tentially observable, deviate from GR. We show that it is possible to provide a simpleparametrisation of the magneti deformation and of the power emitted in salar andtensor gravitational waves by NSs in terms of just their baryoni mass, irumferentialradius and salar harge. We demonstrate that a universal saling exists between thesequantities and the magneti deformation, independently of the magneti �eld geometry,of the parameters of the STT and of the (realisti) equation of state, potentially provid-ing new tools to both test STTs and probe the equation of state of NSs, with the hopeof disentangling the known degeneray between their e�ets.

C13Shadows and preession in the blak hole and nakedsingularity spaetimesParth Bambhaniya (Charotar University Anand)It is now known that the shadow is not only the property of a blak hole, it an also beast by other ompat objets like naked singularities, gravastars, et. However, thereexist some novel features of the shadow of the naked singularities whih are elaboratelydisussed in some reent artiles. In the earlier literature, it is also shown that a nakedsingularity may admit negative preession of bound timelike orbits whih annot be seenin Shwarzshild and Kerr blak hole spaetimes. This distinguishable behavior of time-like bound orbit in the presene of the naked singularity along with the novel features ofthe shadow may be useful to distinguish between a blak hole and a naked singularityobservationally. However, in this talk, I will explain that deformed Kerr spaetime anallow negative preession of bound timelike orbits when the entral singularity of thatspaetime is naked. I will also show that negative preession and shadow both an existsimultaneously in deformed Kerr naked singularity spaetime. Therefore, any observa-tional evidene of negative preession of bound orbits, along with the entral shadowmay indiate the presene of a deformed Kerr naked singularity.20



C14Hawking temperature and phonon emission in aoustiholesSilvia Trabuo (Università di Pisa)Aousti holes are the hydrodynami analogue of standard blak holes. Featuring anaousti horizon, these systems spontaneously emit phonons at the Hawking tempera-ture. We derive the Hawking temperature of the aousti horizon by fully exploiting theanalogy between blak and aousti holes within a ovariant kineti theory approah.After deriving the phonon distribution funtion from the ovariant kineti equations,we reprodue the expression of the Hawking temperature by equating the entropy andenergy losses of the AH and the entropy and energy gains of the spontaneously emittedphonons. Di�erently from previous alulations we do not need a mirosopial treat-ment of normal modes propagation. Our approah opens a di�erent perspetive on themeaning of Hawking temperature and its onnetion with entropy, whih may allow aneasier study of non stationary horizons beyond thermodynami equilibrium, inludingdissipative e�ets.
C15Impat of multiple modes on the blak-hole superradiantinstabilityGiuseppe Fiarra (King's College London)Ultralight bosoni �elds in the mass range ∼ (10−20
− 10−11) eV an trigger a super-radiant instability that extrats energy and angular momentum from an astrophysialblak hole with mass M ∼ (5, 1010))Modot, forming a nonspherial, rotating ondensatearound it. So far, most studies of the evolution and end-state of the instability have beenlimited to initial data ontaining only the fastest growing superradiant mode. By study-ing the evolution of multimode data in a quasiadiabati approximation, we show that thedynamis is muh riher and depend strongly on the energy of the seed, on the relativeamplitude between modes, and on the gravitational oupling. If the seed energy is a fewperent of the blak-hole mass, a blak hole surrounded by a mixture of superradiantand nonsuperradiant modes with omparable amplitudes might not undergo a super-radiant unstable phase, depending on the value of the boson mass. If the seed energy

is smaller, as in the ase of an instability triggered by quantum �utuations, the e�etof nonsuperradiant modes is negligible. I will disuss the impliations of these �ndingsfor urrent onstraints on ultralight �elds with eletromagneti and gravitational-waveobservations. I will also present results of my ongoing work on the evolution of a salar�eld in a binary blak-hole environment.
C16(P)reheating E�ets of a Constrained Kähler ModuliIn�ationIslam Khan (Washington State University)In�ation has been one of the most important paradigms in modern osmology, whileinvestigating dark energy's nature remains one of its main hallenges. We study thepreditions of the string-theory-motivated Kähler Moduli In�ation I (KMII) potentialoupled to a light salar �eld with its minimum onstrained to provide a soure for to-day's dark energy density. We use Floquet analysis and numerial lattie simulations toanalyze the observable e�ets of the model's (p)reheating phase. We spei�ally fouson the phenomena of tahyoni instability and resonant reheating e�ets during the in-�aton �eld osillations. The model is onsistent with the measured Cosmi MirowaveBakground data when the KMII potential's minimum is onstrained to a value equiv-alent to the osmologial onstant; however, it su�ers from �ne-tuning and predits ahigh reheating temperature, whih we use to obtain bounds on the in�aton �eld's mass.We do not observe any tahyoni instability or resonane e�ets in either our Floquetanalysis or lattie simulation results. Finally, we ompute stohasti gravitational-wavebakgrounds generated during the in�aton �eld osillations that would be observabletoday in the 109

− 1010 Hz frequeny range.
C17Exat solution for wave sattering from blak holesHayato Motohashi (Kogakuin University)21



Sattering theory is a powerful tool to explore blak hole physis. We establish an ex-at formulation for wave sattering of a massless spin-s �eld by Kerr-Newman-de Sitterblak hole. Our formulation is based on the exat solution of the Teukolsky equation interms of the loal Huen funtion, and does not require any approximation. It serves sim-ple exat formulae with arbitrary high preision, whih realize fast alulation withoutrestritions on model parameters. We highlight several appliations inluding the quasi-normal mode, the ross setion, the re�etion/transmission rate, and the Green funtion.

C18Superradiane in deformed Kerr blak holesMauro Oi (INFN Sezione di Cagliari )Reent strong-�eld regime tests of gravity are onsistent with general relativity. In par-tiular, astrophysial blak holes seem to be all desribed by the Kerr spaetime, but thestatistial error on the observations allows for small yet detetable deviations from thisdesription. In this talk we disuss superradiane of salar and eletromagneti test �eldsin deformed Kerr spaetimes and we observe that for large deformations superradianeis highly suppressed with respet to the Kerr ase. Surprisingly, for small deformationsthere exists a range of values for the deformation parameter for whih the maximumampli�ation fator is larger than the Kerr one. We also provide a �rst result about thesuperradiant instability of these deformed spaetimes against massive salar �elds.

C19Gravity waves in parity-violating Copernian UniversesPavel Jirousek (CEICO Czeh Aademy of Sienes)In reent works a minimal theory of varying osmologial onstant has been proposed.This was ahieved by admitting a nontrivial bakground torsion, whih, in ase of ho-mogeneous and isotropi solutions, may ontain a parity violating piee. In this talk Iwill present �ndings from our reent paper DOI:10.1103/PhysRevD.102.044039. Therewe analyzed the linear tensor perturbations of these models. We demonstrated that thepropagation of gravitational waves is dramatially di�erent in the parity violating branh.
Right and left handed gravitons aquire an e�etive mass and propagate with di�erentspeeds. In ertain exoti limits their evolution is left undetermined. By omparing our�ndings with observations we put onstraints on these theories.
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C20Losing the trae to �nd dynamial Newton or PlankonstantsAlexander Vikman (CEICO Czeh Aademy of Sienes )I will disuss e-Print: 2011.07055 where we showed that promoting the trae part of theEinstein equations to a trivial identity results in the Newton onstant being an integrationonstant. Thus, in this formulation the Newton onstant is a global dynamial degree offreedom. As usual this global degree of freedom is a subjet to quantization and quantum�utuations. This is similar to what happens to the osmologial onstant in the unimod-ular gravity where the trae part of the Einstein equations is lost in a di�erent way. Inthis e-print above, we introdued a onstrained variational formulation of these modi�edEinstein equations. Then, drawing on analogies with the Henneaux�Teitelboim ationfor unimodular gravity, we onstruted di�erent general-ovariant ations resulting inthese dynamis. It turned out that, the inverse of dynamial Newton onstant is anon-ially onjugated to the Rii salar integrated over spaetime. Surprisingly, instead ofthe dynamial Newton onstant one an formulate an equivalent theory with a dynamialPlank onstant. Finally, I will speulate that an axion-like �eld an play a role of theNewton onstant or the Plank onstant.
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� D12 Galaxy Clustering and Systematis Mitigationwith the Dark Energy Survey Year 3 dataMartin Rodriguez Monroy (CIEMAT Madrid) 29� D13 Searh of gravitational waves from mergers ofstellar-mass ompat objets and sub-solar mass blakholes in the seond observing run of Advaned LIGO.Khun Sang Phukon (Nikhef Amsterdam) 29� D14 Gravitational wave osmology with extreme mass-ratio inspiralsDanny Laghi (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa) 29

D01Primordial blak holesJuan Garia-Bellido (IFT Universidad Autonoma deMadrid)More than twenty years ago, we predited that massive primordial blak holes (PBH)would form via the gravitational ollapse of radiation and matter assoiated with highpeaks in the spetrum of urvature �utuations, and that they ould onstitute all ofthe dark matter (DM) today. In 2015, we predited the lustering and broad mass dis-tribution of PBH, whih peaks at several Msun, and whose high-mass tails ould beresponsible for the seeds of all galaxies. Sine then, AdvLIGO/Virgo interferometershave deteted gravitational waves from at least �fty merger events of very massive andspin-less blak hole binaries, and we propose that they are all PBH. We have reentlyunderstood that a universal mehanism assoiated with rapid hanges in the number ofrelativisti speies in the early universe ould have been responsible for the formation ofPBH at spei� sales and thus have a very onrete predition for the mass spetrumof DM-PBH, with broad peaks at 10−5, 2, 80, and 106 Msun. In partiular, the QCDquark-hadron transition ould be responsible for the e�ient prodution of baryons overantibaryons at PBH ollapse, thus explaining the presene of baryons today and therelative abundane of DM. We predit that within a few years a less than one solar massPBH will be deteted by AdvLIGO/Virgo, and that an array of GW detetors ould beused to determine the mass and spin distribution of PBH dark matter with 10% au-ray. Thus, gravitational wave astronomy ould be responsible for a new paradigm shiftin the understanding of the nature of dark matter and galaxy formation.
D02Probing SMBH with LISASrija Chakraborty (Suola Normale Superiore Pisa)We study hydrodynamial simulations of galaxy formation, based on the GADGET-3ode, and investigate supermassive blak hole binaries oalesene at 5.5 < z < 14 andthe expeted gravitational waves emitted from the binary mergers for di�erent AGNfeedbak models. A fration of the areted rest-mass energy is radiated away by eahBH. Furthermore, a fration of this radiated energy is oupled to the surrounding gasas feedbak energy. We onsider the ases of thermal feedbak, kineti feedbak,whihinludes AGNone and AGNsphere,where in the former ase the kineti BH feedbak is25



distributed inside bi-one (45°half opening angle) and in latter the kineti feedbak isdistributed in spherial geometry(90°half opening angle). We further onsider the ase inwhih no AGN feedbak is implemented in the simulation. We �nd the merger rates forthe kineti feedbak for two ases of AGNsphere and one and for the thermal feedbaktwo ases of no AGN feedbak and with thermal AGN feedbak. We stress the ompar-isons to be made between simulations of the same resolution: kineti with smoothinglength, Rsmooth= 1kp/h and thermal with smoothing length, Rsmooth=0.5 kp/h. Foreah model, we estimate the expeted harateristi strain of gravitational waves emit-ted by supermassive blak hole binary mergers, the time to oalese, and the expetednumber of resolved events and ompare our preditions with the LISA sensitivity andresolution. We further investigate the host galaxy properties for the events detetableby LISA and make preditions of the eletromagneti ounter parts expeted events tobe deteted by various eletromagneti failities and present a panorami view of mergerevents through di�erent detetors.
D03Gravitational radiation from MHD turbulene in the earlyuniverseAlberto Roper Pol (Laboratoire APC Paris)The generation of primordial magneti �elds and its interation with the primordialplasma during osmologial phase transitions is turbulent in nature. We perform diretnumerial simulations of magnetohydrodynami (MHD) turbulene in the early universeand the resulting stohasti gravitational wave bakground (SGWB). In addition to theSGWB, the primordial magneti �eld evolves up to our present time and its relis anexplain indiret observations of weak magneti �elds oherent on very large sales. Weapply the numerial results to magneti �elds produed at the eletroweak (and theQCD) phase transitions and show that these signals may be detetable by the plannedLaser Interferometer Spae Antenna (and by Pulsar Timing Array). The detetion ofthese signals would lead to the understanding of osmologial phase transition physis,whih an have onsequenes on the baryon asymmetry problem and on the origin seedof observed magneti �elds oherent over very large sales at the present time.

D04The osmi merger rate density of ompat binariesFilippo Santoliquido (University of Padova )With the reent publiation of the seond gravitational wave transient atalog by theLIGO-Virgo ollaboration (LVC), the number of binary ompat objet mergers hasrisen dramatially, from a dozen to ∼ 50 events. From these detetions, the LVC in-ferred the merger rate density both in the loal Universe and as a funtion of redshift.It is then of foremost importane to ompare the merger rate density predited with dif-ferent astrophysial models with the value inferred by LVC. In my poster, I will presenta semi-analyti model that evaluates the osmi merge rate density, by taking into a-ount the osmi star formation rate density and the metalliity evolution of stars arossosmi time. These are then ombined with atalogues of merging ompat binaries. Ihave onsidered binaries that form in isolation versus dynamial binaries. My resultsindiate that dynamial binaries are muh less sensitive to metalliity than isolated bi-naries (Santoliquido et al. 2020 - 2004.09533). Furthermore, I have explored the impatof various binary evolution proesses on the merger rate density. For example, when Ivary the ommon envelope ejetion e�ieny parameter from αCE = 7 to 0.5, the loalmerger rate density of binary neutron stars varies from 103 to 20 Gpc−3yr−1, whereasthe loal merger rates of binary blak holes and blak hole - neutron star binaries varyjust by a fator of ∼ 2 − 3. I will also show that by propagating the unertainties ofthe metalliity evolution model on the merger rate density, the binary blak hole mergerrate an hange by one order of magnitude within 50% redible interval (Santoliquido etal. 2021 - 2009.03911).
D05Impliations for �rst-order osmologial phase transitionsfrom the third LIGO-Virgo observing runAlba Romero-Rodríguez (IFAE Barelona)We plae onstrains on the normalised energy density in gravitational waves from �rst-order strong phase transitions using data from Advaned LIGO and Virgo's �rst, seondand third observing runs. First, adopting a broken power law model, we plae 95%on�dene level upper limits simultaneously on the gravitational-wave energy density at25 Hz from unresolved ompat binary mergers, and strong �rst-order phase transitions. We then onsider two more omplex phenomenologial models, limiting at 25 Hz the26



gravitational-wave bakground due to bubble ollisions and the bakground due to soundwaves at 95% on�dene level for temperatures above 108 GeV.
D06Searhes for Compat Binary Coalesene Events usingNeural Networks in LIGO/Virgo Seond ObservationPeriodAlexis Menendez Vazquez (IFAE Barelona)We present results on the searh for the oalesene of ompat binary mergers usingonvolutional neural networks and the LIGO/Virgo data, orresponding to the O2 ob-servation period. Two-dimensional images in time and frequeny are used as input, andtwo sets of neural networks are trained separately for low mass (0.2 - 2.0 solar masses)and high mass (25 - 100 solar masses) ompat binary oalesene events. We exploredneural networks trained with input information from a single or a pair of interferome-ters, indiating that the use of information from pairs leads to an improved performane.A san over the full O2 data set using the onvolutional neural networks for detetiondemonstrates that the performane is ompatible with that from anonial pipelines us-ing mathed �ltering tehniques. No additional events with signi�ant signal-to-noiseratio are found in the O2 data.

D07Topsy-turvy binary blak hole spins in numerial relativityMatthew Mould (University of Birmingham)Spin preession ours in binary blak holes whose spins are misaligned with the orbitalangular momentum. Otherwise, the spin on�guration is onstant, and the subsequentbinary dynamis and gravitational-wave emission is muh simpler. But, aligned-spin bi-naries in the 'up-down' on�guration are unstable when perturbed; at a ritial point inthe inspiral the blak hole spins begin to tilt wildly as preession takes over. We show forthe �rst time that this predition, derived with post-Newtonian tehniques, holds in full
numerial relativity. We perform 12 new simulations of the stable and unstable on�gu-rations for di�erent spin perturbations, eah lasting about 100 orbits before merger andfeaturing several preession yles. Preession indued by the spin instability of up-downblak-hole binaries an tilt the spins by as muh as 90 degrees from near-alignment andleaves a notable imprint in the emitted gravitational-wave signal.

D08The e�et of dynamis on BBH populationsStefano Torniamenti (University of Padova)The early evolution of young star lusters, the ommon birthplae of massive stars, leavesa deep imprint on their binary population. This imprint is inherited by the resulting bi-nary blak holes (BBHs), whih turn out to present distintive signatures with respetto the ase of isolated evolution. Understanding the peuliarities of dynamially-formedBBHs is now of fundamental importane, beause it an shed light on the formationhannels of the merging events that are being observed through gravitational wave de-tetion by LIGO/VIRGO interferometers. In my poster, I will show the properties of theBBH population from a new sample of N-body simulations of young star lusters. Thesimulated stellar systems present fratal initial onditions to mimi the lumpiness of theobserved star forming regions and inlude a realisti primordial population of binaries,haraterized by observation-based orbital properties and a mass-dependent binary fra-tion. In order to take into aount all the possible dynamial e�ets, the star lusters areevolved for 1500 Myr. I will desribe the distributions of the masses, mass ratios and or-bital properties of all BBHs and of those that merge within a Hubble time. In partiular,I will fous on the di�erenes between BBHs from original and dynamially exhangedbinaries. Also, I will show how the dynamial interations an a�et the distribution ofmerging BBHs after the �rst 100 Myr, even though a large part of the stellar system hasdissolved. In fat, my results suggest that, if we stopped the simulations after only the�rst 100 Myr, almost all of the mergers with high primary blak hole mass (>40 Msun)would not take plae.
27



D09Suppression of Ultra Slow-Roll Primordial Blak Holesfrom In�aton momentumAshley Wilkins (Newastle University)In�ation is a period of aelerated expansion in the early universe, driven by a salar�eld alled the in�aton, that solves the horizon and �atness problems. Cruially italso provides a method by whih small sale quantum �utuations an be grown tosuper-Hubble size, lassialise and ause density perturbations that at as the seeds forlarge-sale struture formation. If these density perturbations are su�iently overdensethen they an ollapse to form Primordial Blak Holes (PBHs), a possible dark matterandidate. It has been shown that the standard Slow-Roll version of in�ation does notprodue enough su�iently overdense density perturbations to form enough PBHs tomake up a signi�ant proportion of dark matter. One method to enhane the numberof PBHs formed is to onsider the Ultra Slow-Roll regime haraterised by a plateau inthe in�aton potential where quantum di�usion is the dominant e�et on the in�aton.Previous alulations have indiated that a su�iently wide plateau ould enhane thedensity �utuations su�iently for PBHs to form all or a substantial quantity of darkmatter. We revisit these alulations taking into aount the veloity of the in�aton asit enters the plateau and its bakreation on the expansion rate. We �nd that it ansigni�antly supress the formation of PBHs. We derive analyti formulae for the massfration β(M) of PBHs formed due to the in�aton entering a USR region and plot thedependene of β(M) on the in�aton's momentum as it enters the plateau and the widthof the plateau itself. This allows us to put new onstraints on how wide a plateau regionould be without overproduing PBHs.
D10Exploring gravitational-wave detetion and parameterinferene using Deep Learning methodsOsvaldo Freitas (University of Minho)We explore mahine learning methods to detet gravitational waves (GW) from binaryblak hole (BBH) mergers using deep learning (DL) algorithms. The DL networksare trained with gravitational waveforms obtained from BBH mergers with omponentmasses randomly sampled in the range from 5 to 100 solar masses and luminosity dis-tanes from 100 Mp to, at least, 2000 Mp. The GW signal waveforms are injeted

in publi data from the O2 run of the Advaned LIGO/Virgo detetors, in time win-dows that do not oinide with those of known deteted signals. We demonstrate thatDL algorithms, trained with GW signal waveforms at distanes of 2000Mp, still showhigh auray when deteting loser signals, within the ranges onsidered in our analy-sis. Moreover, by ombining the results of the three-detetor network in a unique RGBimage, the single detetor performane is improved by as muh as 70%. Furthermore, wetrain a regression network to perform parameter inferene on BBH spetrogram data andapply this network to the events from the GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 atalogues. Withoutsigni�ant optimization of our algorithms, we obtain results that are mostly onsistentwith published results by the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration. In partiular, our preditionsfor the hirp mass are ompatible (up to 3σ) with the o�ial values for 90% of events.

D11Searh for Blak Hole Merger FamiliesDoga Veske (Columbia University)The origin, environment, and evolution of stellar-mass blak hole binaries are still amystery. One of the proposed binary formation mehanisms is manifest in dynamialinterations between multiple blak holes. A resulting framework of these dynamial in-terations is the so-alled hierarhial triple merger senario, whih happens when threeblak holes beome gravitationally bound, ausing two suessive blak hole mergers toour. In suh suessive mergers, the blak holes involved are diretly related to eahother, and hene this hannel an be diretly tested from the properties of the detetedbinary blak hole mergers. Here we present a searh for hierarhial triple mergers amongevents within the GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 atalogs of LIGO/Virgo, the eentri loal-ization of GW190521 and those found by the IAS-Prineton group. We perform ouranalysis for di�erent upper bounds on the mass distribution of �rst generation BHs. Ourresults demonstrate the importane of the mass distributions' properties for onstrainingthe hierarhial merger senario. We present the individually signi�ant merger pairs.The searh yields interesting andidate families and hints of its future impat.
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D12Galaxy Clustering and Systematis Mitigation with theDark Energy Survey Year 3 dataMartin Rodriguez Monroy (CIEMAT Madrid)We are now in the era in whih osmologial surveys will be able to answer the remainingquestions about the formation and evolution of the Universe. Among them it is the DarkEnergy Survey (DES), an international ollaboration whose main goal is to unveil thenature of dark energy. For this purpose, it has performed a 6-year photometri surveyfrom the Blano Telesope at Cerro Tololo (Chile), overing nearly 5000 deg2 of thesouthern sky with the �lters g, r, i, z and Y and reahing magnitudes up to i = 23.7 andredshifts of about 1.2. One of DES's most powerful probes to onstrain osmologial pa-rameters is the angular galaxy lustering, desribed by the two point angular orrelationfuntion, w(θ), espeially when ombined with weak lensing measurements, the so alled3x2pt probe. As part of the measurement, we must take speial are of any spurioussignal introdued by spatially varying observing onditions and survey properties, suhas exposure time and seeing, or astrophysial soures of ontamination, like galati ex-tintion or stellar density. The aim of this ontribution is to introdue the systematideontamination proedure fousing on the analysis of the �rst three years of data (Y3),and to showase the measurement of w(θ) in two di�erent galaxy lustering samples usedin the DES 3x2pt Y3 Key Projet, and its validation in their orresponding simulations.I will show new, preliminary results from lustering for Y3 data.
D13Searh of gravitational waves from mergers of stellar-massompat objets and sub-solar mass blak holes in theseond observing run of Advaned LIGO.Khun Sang Phukon (Nikhef Amsterdam)We report a searh of gravitational waves from the oalesenes of stellar-mass ompatobjets and sub-solar mass blak holes with masses between [1.95 - 11℄ Solar Mass and[0.19 - 1 ℄ Solar Mass, respetively, in the seond observing run of Advaned LIGO.The observation of sub-solar mass blak holes ould provide evidene for the existeneof primordial origin blak holes and a possible omponent of dark matter. We �nd nosigni�ant andidate gravitational-wave andidate for stellar-mass ompat objet andsub-solar mass blak hole merger. Using the null result, we derive model-independent

limits on primordial blak hole mergers and onfort them to two reent senarios in whihprimordial blak holes onstitute up to the totality of dark matter.
D14Gravitational wave osmology with extreme mass-ratioinspiralsDanny Laghi (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa)The Laser Interferometer Spae Antenna (LISA) will open the mHz frequeny windowof the gravitational wave (GW) landsape. Among all the new GW soures expeted toemit in this frequeny band, extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) onstitute a uniquelaboratory for astrophysis and fundamental physis. We investigate the prospet of us-ing the loudest EMRIs deteted by LISA as dark standard sirens, statistially mathingtheir sky loalisation region with mok galaxy atalogs. Assuming a ΛCDM model weobtain onstraints on the Hubble onstant at the 1% ( 4%) level at 90% on�dene levelin our best (worst) ase senario, while assuming a time-evolving dark energy equationof state we show that in our best (worst) ase senario the equation-of-state parameterw0 an be measured with 6% ( 12%) auray at 90% on�dene level. EMRI measure-ments will be a�eted by di�erent systematis ompared to both eletromagneti andground-based GW observations, hene they will be of great importane for osmology,providing additional independent validation of our present understanding of the Universe.
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Poster Session E

Astrophysis andGravitational Waves
Poster Session #E Wednesday� E01 Formation Rate of Extreme Mass Ratio Inspiralsin Ative Galati NuleusZhen Pan (Perimeter Institute Toronto) 31� E02 Neutron Stars Mass-Radius relationship and Ele-tromagneti follow-up of KilonovaeDavid Barba González (Universidad de Salamana) 31� E03 Blak hole kiks - a tool to measure the aurayof gravitational-wave modelsAngela Borhers (Albert Einstein Institute Hannover) 32� E04 Systemati unertainty of standard sirens from theviewing angle of binary neutron star inspiralsHsin-Yu Chen (Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology) 32� E05 The morphology of the X-ray afterglows and of thejetted GeV emission in long GRBsRemo Ru�ni (ICRANet Rome) 32� E06 Inferenes of GRB 190114C for the Crab pulsarand the supernova remnantSimonetta Filippi (ICRANet Rome) 33� E07 The Emergene of Struture in the Binary BlakHole Mass DistributionVaibhav Tiwari (Cardi� University) 33� E08 Binary blak holes from globular lusters- the im-pat of IMBHDorota Gondek-Rosinska (Astronomial Observatory Universityof Warsaw) 33� E09 Primordial Blak Holes: insights and onstraintsfrom Gravitational-Wave observations.Sébastien Clesse (University of Brussels ULB) 33� E10 Wavefronts of gravitational waves partially trappedin ultraompat starsMarek Abramowiz (Göteborg University) 3430



� D11 GW190521 formation via three-body enountersin young massive star lustersMaro Dall'Amio (University of Padova) 34� E12 Improved Gravitational Radiation TimesalesLorenz Zwik (University of Zurih) 34 E01Formation Rate of Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals in AtiveGalati NuleusZhen Pan (Perimeter Institute Toronto)Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals (EMRIs) are important soures for spae-borne gravita-tional wave detetors, suh as LISA (Laser Interferometer Spae Antenna). PreviousEMRI rate studies have foused on the �loss one� senario, where stellar-mass blakholes (sBHs) are sattered into highly eentri orbits near the entral massive blakhole (MBH) via multi-body interation. In this work, we alulate the rate of EMRIsof an alter- native formation hannel: EMRI formation assisted by the aretion �owaround areting massive blak holes. In this senario, sBHs and stars on inlined orbitsare aptured by the aretion disk, and then subsequently migrate towards the MBH,under the in�uene of density wave generation and head wind. By solving the Fokker-Plank equation inorporating both sBH-sBH/sBH-star satterings and sBH/star-diskinterations, we �nd that an aretion disk usually boosts the EMRI formation rate perindividual MBH by O(102
∼ 103) om- pared with the anonial �loss one� formationhannel. Taking aount of the fration of ative galati nulei (AGNs) ∼ O(10−2),where the MBHs are expeted to be rapidly areting, we expet EMRI formation as-sisted by AGN disks to be an important hannel for all EMRIs observed by LISA. Thesetwo hannels also predit distint distributions of EMRI eentriities and orbit inlina-tions, whih an be tested by future gravitational wave observations.

E02Neutron Stars Mass-Radius relationship andEletromagneti follow-up of KilonovaeDavid Barba González (Universidad de Salamana)Authors: D. Barba, C. Albertus, M. A. Pérez-Garía Neutron Stars (NSs) are ompatobjets that arise in the aftermath of a Supernova explosion. When these objets ,usuallyfound in binaries, merge they may form another NS or a Blak Hole. A Kilonova (KN) isa transient event that is thought to take plae in a merger event of two ompat objets.Eletromagneti emission arises from mirosopi deay reations of heavy elements be-ing ejeted in the bulk of matter in the dynamial proess. In this ontribution we studyhow, in the ase of two NSs, the mass-to-radius ratio an be determined from optial ra-diation obtained with aurate measurements. This will shed light on the harateristis31



of this emission and provide new, omplementary probes in addition to the gravitationalwave (GW) emission expeted.
E03Blak hole kiks - a tool to measure the auray ofgravitational-wave modelsAngela Borhers (Albert Einstein Institute Hannover)Gravitational-wave models of merging binary systems have beome fundamental to detetpotential signals and estimate the parameters of observed soures. As the interferom-eters' sensitivity is enhaned in urrent and future detetors, gravitational waveformmodels will have to be further improved. Asymmetri binary systems lose linear mo-mentum through the emission of gravitational waves, leading to the reoil of the mergerremnant. Blak hole kiks have attrated muh attention due to their astrophysial im-pliations. However, with the observations made by LIGO and Virgo so far, the value ofthe kik veloity annot be well onstrained. Future events will arry riher informationthat will allow determining its value with more auray. In this work, we disuss howthe gravitational reoil an be used to test the auray of waveform models. Currentgravitational-wave models do not inlude the mode asymmetries responsible for blakhole kiks. For this reason, we investigate whether applying simple adjustments to exist-ing higher-mode models an improve their auray and, in turn, an allow us to extratmeaningful information about the kik in future observations.

E04Systemati unertainty of standard sirens from the viewingangle of binary neutron star inspiralsHsin-Yu Chen (Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology)The joint detetion of gravitational-wave and eletromagneti-wave emissions from neu-tron star mergers GW170817 allowed for the �rst standard-siren measurement of theHubble onstant. Future standard sirens will potentially shed light on the tension be-tween the loal distane ladders and Plank experiments. Therefore, thorough under-standing of the soures of systemati unertainty for the standard siren method is ruial.
In this poster, I will disuss a systemati unertainty of the standard siren method intro-dued by the aspherial eletromagneti emission of neutron star mergers. Depending onthe observational strategies and the understanding of the eletromagneti emissions, thesystematis originated from the geometry of eletromagneti emissions of neutron starmergers may be a major hallenge before the standard sirens an resolve the tension inHubble onstant.

E05The morphology of the X-ray afterglows and of the jettedGeV emission in long GRBsRemo Ru�ni (ICRANet Rome)We reall evidene that all short and long gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have binary progen-itors and give new detailed examples. We fous on the binary progenitors of long GRBs,the binary-driven hypernovae (BdHNe), that onsist of a arbon-oxygen ore (CO ore)and a binary neutron star (NS) ompanion. For binary periods of the order of 5 min, theenergeti sublass BdHN I originates when the CO ore ollapses. They are haraterizedby: 1) an outstanding energeti supernova (the �SN-rise�); 2) a newborn blak hole (BH)originating from the SN hyperritial aretion onto the NS ompanion. Only in someases, the newborn BH via the �inner engine� ' mehanism, is observed to lead to GeVemission haraterized by an isotropi power-law luminosity LGeV = AGeV × t−αGeV .3) The new NS (νNS), reated at the SN enter, aretes matter from the SN ejetaoriginating the X-ray afterglow with LX = AX × t−αX , always present in all BdHN I.We analyze 378 BdHN I and, among them, selet four prototypes: GRB 130427A, GRB160509A, GRB 180720B and GRB 190114C using a time-resolved spetral analysis andderive 1) the spetra, the luminosities and the duration of the SN-rise; 2) the amplitude

AX , the power-law index αX = 1.48±0.32 of their X-ray afterglows, 3) the time-evolutionof the νNS spin, and 4) AGeV and αGeV = 1.19 ± 0.04. From the latter, we infer forthe �rst time the mass and spin of the BH powering long GRBs. We also dedue thatthere is a speial morphology whih explains why the GeV emission is present only insome BdHN I, and it is on�rmded by dediated three-dimensional smoothed-partile-hydrodynamis simulations of BdHN I. We onlude that the GeV radiation is observedonly when emitted within a one of half-opening angle of nealry 60 degrees from the nor-mal to the orbital plane. The mass and spin of the Kerr BHs are obtained based uponthe GRB �inner engine� originating the GeV emission by extrating the BH rotationalenergy. We obtain initial BH masses 2.3 < M/Msun < 8.9 and spins 0.27 < a/M < 0.87,and from their time evolution, we verify, for the �rst time, the validity of the BH mass-energy formula.32



E06Inferenes of GRB 190114C for the Crab pulsar and thesupernova remnantSimonetta Filippi (ICRANet Rome)Authors: R. Ru�ni, R. Moradi, J. A. Rueda, C. L. Biano, C. Cherubini, S. Filippi,L. Li, N. Sahakyan, Y. Wang The understanding of binary-driven hypernovae of type I(BdHNe I) has identi�ed the entral role of the explosion of the supernova (�SN-rise�)as well as of the role of the hyperritial aretion of the SN ejeta onto the binaryompanion neutron star (NS) and onto the newborn NS (νNS) in determining the GRBdynamis. We model the νNS through the equilibrium sequene of Malaurin spheroids.By requiring that the νNS period extrapolated on 1000 yr oinides with the one of PSRB0531 + 21 (the Crab pulsar), we determine the initial spin of the νNS to be 0.9 ms,and follow the subsequent rotational and gravitational evolution of the eentriity. Theobserved hanges in the braking index are proposed to be orrelated to pulsar glithes,whose intensities are predited to be strongly orrelated with the pulsar spin. We pro-pose that the progenitor of the Crab nebula and of the Crab pulsar is a GRB very similarto GRB 190114C.
E07The Emergene of Struture in the Binary Blak Hole MassDistributionVaibhav Tiwari (Cardi� University)I report an emerging struture in the binary blak-hole mass distribution. We use themixture model framework VAMANA on the observations in LIGO and Virgo's atalogGWTC-2 to reonstrut the underlying mass and spin distributions of the population ofmerging blak holes. Our analysis identi�es a struture in the hirp mass distribution,spei�ally, we identify peaks in the hirp mass distribution at 7.1, 13.5, 25.3, and 45.3M, and a omplementary struture in the omponent mass distribution. Intriguingly,the loation of subsequent peaks are separated by a fator of around two and there isa lak of mergers with hirp masses of 10-12 M. We argue in favour of the hierarhialmerger senario as the soure of the observed struture. In simplest terms, these features

an be explained when at least one of the blak hole binary formation hannels su�ers amass-gap near 13 M ausing blak-holes to pile-up at the �rst peak ombined with thesenario in whih lower mass blak-holes hierarhially merge to produe higher massblak-holes. The results are limited by statistis but if on�rmed by future observationthe observed struture in the mass spetrum has far-reahing impliations.
E08Binary blak holes from globular lusters- the impat ofIMBHDorota Gondek-Rosinska (Astronomial ObservatoryUniversity of Warsaw)Stellar mass binary blak holes are the most important soures of gravitational waves forground based interferometri detetors. We analyze about a thousand globular luster(GC) models simulated using the MOCCA Monte Carlo ode for star luster evolutionto study blak hole - blak hole interations in these dense stellar systems that anlead to gravitational wave emission. We extrated information for all oalesing binaryblak holes (BBHs) that merge via gravitational radiation from these GC models andfor those BHs that ollide due to 2-body, 3-body and 4-body dynamial interations.By obtaining results from a substantial number of realisti star lusters evolution model,that over di�erent initial parameters (masses, metalliities, densities et) we have an ex-tremely large statistial sample of two blak holes whih merge or ollide within a Hubbletime. The existene of Intermediate Mass Blak Hole strongly in�uenes the results. Wedisuss the importane of BBH originating from GC for gravitational waves observations.

E09Primordial Blak Holes: insights and onstraints fromGravitational-Wave observations.Sébastien Clesse (University of Brussels ULB)I will review some reent developments in the �eld of primordial blak holes, in par-tiular models with extended mass distributions in the stellar-mass range imprinted by33



thermal history. These will be onfronted to the latest gravitational-wave observationsfrom LIGO/Virgo with a fous on GW190425, GW190814 and GW190521, and to thepossible hint at a stohasti gravitational wave bakground at nanohertz freqeny fromNanoGRAV.
E10Wavefronts of gravitational waves partially trapped inultraompat starsMarek Abramowiz (Göteborg University)Using a standard �rst-order perturbation theory (Teukolsky's equation) but expressed ina onformally salled "optial geometry", we derive, for the �rst time, analyti formulaedesribing gravitational waves partially trapped inside onstant density ultraompatstars � in partiular frequenies and wavefuntions of their normal modes, and theirdamping ("ringdowns") and ehoes. They are qualitatively di�erent from those orre-sponding to the blak hole ase. This has diret onsequenes for interpretation of thethe LIGO-Virgo data. Authors: Jiri Horak (Institute of Astronomy, Prague, CZ), MarekAbramowiz (Göteborg University, SE)

E11GW190521 formation via three-body enounters in youngmassive star lustersMaro Dall'Amio (University of Padova)With a mass of 100 − 105 Msun, intermediate-mass blak holes (IMBHs) bridge thegap between stellar-mass blak holes (BH) and super-massive BHs. Their existene hasbeen on�rmed with the detetion of GW190521, the most massive binary blak hole(BBH) merger observed by LIGO and Virgo to date. The formation of massive BBHsand IMBHs is matter of intense debate. In my poster, I will present the e�ets of three-body enounters on the formation of massive BBHs and IMBHs in young (<100 Myr)massive (103
− 3 × 104 Msun) star lusters. I will show the results of 105 dynamialinterations between a BBH and a massive (M>60 Msun) BH simulated with ARWV: a

diret N-body ode that implements Mikkola's algorithm regularization, post-Newtonianparameters up to the 2.5 order, and a relativisti kik presription for merger remnants.Partiular importane will be given to the disussion of our initial onditions. All theresulting BBHs from the simulations have, on average, higher total and hirp masses andlower mass ratios than the initial onditions, and have eentriities lose to one. More-over, dynamial enounters inrease the number of massive (>60 Msun) BBH mergersfrom ∼ 0.3% up to ∼ 2.5% and the number of IMBH binary mergers from ∼ 0.1% up to

∼ 0.6%. I will disuss how these features may be exploited to infer the dynamial originof BBHs. Lastly, ∼ 11% of the merging BBHs have the omponents in the same massrange of GW190521 BHs, 3 of these binaries are seond-generation BBHs (i.e. a BBHborn from a previous merger). This implies that hierarhial mergers may be at work inyoung massive star lusters and that the GW190521 event ould have been aused by a2nd generation binary oalesene.
E12Improved Gravitational Radiation TimesalesLorenz Zwik (University of Zurih)Peters' formula is an analytial estimate of the time-sale of gravitational wave (GW)-indued oalesene of a binary system. It is used in ountless appliations, where theonveniene of a simple formula outweighs the need for preision. However, many of themost promising soures of the Laser Interferometer Spae Antenna (LISA), suh as su-permassive blak hole binaries and extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs), are expeted toenter the LISA band with highly eentri (e ∼ 0.9) and highly relativisti orbits. Theseare exatly the two limits in whih Peters' estimate performs the worst. With this poster,we present a simple analytial formula to quantify how the inspiral time-sale is a�etedby the 1.5 post-Newtonian (PN) hereditary �uxes and spin-orbit ouplings. We disussseveral ases that demand a more aurate GW time-sale and show how this an have amajor in�uene on quantities that are relevant for LISA event-rate estimates, suh as theEMRI ritial semi-major axis or the Kozai-Lidov quenhing radius. We further disusstwo types of environmental perturbations that an play a role in the inspiral phase: thegravitational interation with a third massive body and the energy loss due to dynamialfrition and torques from a surrounding gas phase ubiquitous in galati nulei. With theaid of PN orretions to the time-sale in vauum, we �nd simple analytial expressionsfor the regions of phase spae in whih environmental perturbations are of omparablestrength to the e�ets of any partiular PN order, being able to qualitatively reproduethe results of muh more sophistiated analyses.34
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Gravitational Wavedetetors and othersoures
Poster Session #F Thursday� F01 Searh for R-Modes Gravitational Signals fromPSR J0537-6910Alessio Zioshi ("La Sapienza" University of Rome) 37� F03 Lunar Gravitational-Wave AntennaJan Harms (Gran Sasso Siene Institute) 37� F04 All-sky searh in early O3 LIGO data for ontin-uous gravitational-wave signals from unknown neutronstars in binary systemsRodrigo Tenorio (University of the Baleari Islands ) 38� F05 A searh algorithm for long duration gravitationalwave transientsAdrian Maquet (Observatoire de la C�te d'Azur Nie) 39� F06 First searh for r-mode gravitational waves fromJ0537-6910Liudmila Fesik (Albert-Einstein-Institut Hannover) 39� F07 LIGO-Virgo detetor haraterization and dataquality: from the O3 performane to the preparation ofO4Niolas Arnaud (IJCLab Orsay and EGO Pisa) 39� F08 Searhing for High Frequeny Gravitational Waveswith Bulk Aousti Wave ResonatorsWilliam Campbell (The University of Western Australia) 39� F09 Spetral Separation of the SGWBs for LISAGuillaume Boileau (Observatoire de la C�te d'Azur Nie) 40� F10 External environmental noise in�uenes on Virgoduring O3Irene Fiori (EGO Pisa) 40� F11 BRiSTOL - a Band-limited RMS Stationarity TestTool for Gravitational Wave DataFraneso Di Renzo (University of Pisa and INFN) 40
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� F12 Interative Glith Web Catalogue: an on-line ap-pliation for glithes haraterization in the Virgo inter-ferometerNunziato Sorrentino (University of Pisa and INFN) 40� F13 Challenges and Opportunities of Ultra High-FrequenyGravitational WavesFraneso Muia (University of Cambridge) 41� F14 GPE: GPU-aelerated parameter estimation forgravitational wavesYun-Jing Huang (Aadamia Sinia Taiwan) 41� F15 Silia Fibers for large masses upgrade on AdvanedVirgo PlusMatteo Montani (INFN Firenze) 41� F17 Appliation of spae-time spetral analysis for de-tetion of seismi waves in gravitational-wave interfer-ometerDenys Mateusz (AstroCeNT Niolaus Copernius AstronomialCenter) 41

F01Searh for R-Modes Gravitational Signals from PSRJ0537-6910Alessio Zioshi ("La Sapienza" University of Rome)PSR J0537-6910 is known for its rather signi�ant glithing ativity, hinting to the pos-sible presene of r-modes exitations. These are likely to be a promising soure of de-tetable ontinuous GWs. I would like to present a searh methodology developed todetet this kind of signals that has been reently applied to gravitational data produedin the LIGO O3 run. The underlying idea in this searh is to use a semi-oherent proe-dure due to the presene of glithes during the studied data timespan: a oherent searhhas been performed on eah intra-glith period, while results are later inoherently om-bined. On one hand, the oherent part of the analysis is slightly adapted from the alreadytried-and-tested narrow-band 5-vetor proedure. However, this searh requires to studya broad range of frequenies (approx. 13Hz, ompared to the usual frations of Hz for thistype of searhes). Thus, interesting physial onsiderations have been outlined, in orderto explore the parameters spae in an e�ient way. On the other hand, the inoherentombination proedure has been developed from srath, exploiting tehniques used inontinuous targeted searhes. The implementations developed for this searh might beuseful for future r-modes searhes and for other investigations in whih glithes play akey role.
F03Lunar Gravitational-Wave AntennaJan Harms (Gran Sasso Siene Institute)Monitoring of vibrational eigenmodes of an elasti body exited by gravitational waves(GWs) was one of the �rst onepts proposed for the detetion of GWs. At labora-tory sale, these experiments beame known as resonant-bar detetors �rst developedby Joseph Weber in the 1960s. Due to the dimensions of these bars, the targeted signalfrequenies were in the kHz range. Weber also pointed out that monitoring of vibrationsof Earth or Moon ould reveal GWs in the mHz band. His Lunar Surfae Gravimeterexperiment deployed on the Moon by the Apollo 17 rew had a tehnial failure, whihmade it impossible to arry out a searh for GWs. In this poster, we present the LunarGravitational-Wave Antenna (LGWA) onept reently submitted in response to the ESAall for ideas for a lunar exploration from the European Large Logisti Lander (EL3) and37



expanded in a paper (https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.13726). There are signi�ant tehnialhallenges of realizing its siene payload, i.e., a high-performane seismometer, and ofthe deployment and operation of the experiment. Key to the planning of LGWA is ourunderstanding of the lunar interior and the lunar surfae onditions. The lunar inte-rior struture determines the Moon's response to GWs. Surfae onditions an have agreat impat on the seismometer performane. For example, regions with temperaturesonstantly below 40K were found in permanent shadows near the lunar south pole bythe Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment, whih might enable the implementation ofsuperondutor tehnology. In suh environments, even vibration-free Helium sorptionooling might be an option to further stabilize and redue the temperature of the systemand thereby inrease the seismometer sensitivity. The LGWA siene ase has potentialfor breakthrough disoveries like the diret assoiation of a double white-dwarf mergerwith a supernova type Ia due to a potentially superior 0.1-1Hz sensitivity omparedto other GW detetors that will or might be realized in the oming two deades, andexellent soure-loalization apability sine a distributed seismometer network an bedeployed, and also the month-long rotation period of the Moon gives an advantage overthe year-long period of the LISA detetor orientation. Like LISA, LGWA would be ableto see massive binary blak-hole mergers out to high redshift, and ould potentially forman e�ient tandem with LISA or other potential LISA-type detetors for observations ofsuh signals. A distributed seismometer network would also make it possible to measurethe polarization ontent of a GW and to arry out novel tests of general relativity.

F04All-sky searh in early O3 LIGO data for ontinuousgravitational-wave signals from unknown neutron stars inbinary systemsRodrigo Tenorio (University of the Baleari Islands )Rapidly spinning neutron stars are promising soures of persistent, ontinuous gravita-tional waves. Deteting suh a signal would allow probing of the physial propertiesof matter under extreme onditions. A signi�ant fration of the known pulsar popu-lation belongs to binary systems. Searhing for unknown neutron stars in binary sys-tems requires speialized algorithms to address unknown orbital frequeny modulations.We present a searh for ontinuous gravitational waves emitted by neutron stars in bi-nary systems in early data from the third observing run of the Advaned LIGO andAdvaned Virgo detetors using the semioherent, GPU-aelerated, BinarySkyHoughpipeline. The searh analyzes the most sensitive frequeny band of the LIGO detetors,
50 - 300 Hz. Binary orbital parameters are split into four regions, omprising orbitalperiods of 3 - 45 days and projeted semimajor axes of 2 - 40 light-seonds. No detetionsare reported. We estimate the sensitivity of the searh using simulated ontinuous wavesignals, ahieving the most sensitive results to date aross the analyzed parameter spae.(This ontribution is given on behalf of the LIGO Sienti� Collaboration and the VirgoCollaboration),
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F05A searh algorithm for long duration gravitational wavetransientsAdrian Maquet (ARTEMIS Observatoire de la C�ted'Azur Nie)PySTAMPAS is a new data analysis pipeline designed to searh for long transient gravi-tational wave signals in ground-based interferometers data. Long transient GW refer toa lass of signals with duration in the range of 1-1000s . Suh signals ould originatefrom a wide range of astrophysial proesses : aretion disk instabilities around blakholes, deformations in magnetars, BNS post-merger emission, ore-ollapse supernovae...As these proesses are still poorly modelized, searhes have to rely on unonstrained de-tetion methods that make few or no assumptions on the signal morphology. The searhalgorithm onsists in looking for exess power in ross-orrelated data from a network ofGW detetors. It is implemented in a omputationally e�ient way adapted to all-sky,all-time searhes on year-long data and intends to maximize detetion sensitivity fora wide range of signal morphologies. Monte-arlo studies and the re-analysis of LIGOseond observing run done with this pipeline show an inrease in detetion sensitivityby fators 1.3 - 2 ompared to previous long-duration searhes. Following the reentidenti�ation of a sample of Gamma-Ray Bursts with potential Magnetar Giant Flareorigin (Burns et. al 2021), we present results of a follow-up study for long duration GWemission targeting 3 of these magneta giant �ares.
F06First searh for r-mode gravitational waves from J0537-6910Liudmila Fesik (Albert-Einstein-Institut Hannover)We report results of the �rst searh to date for ontinuous gravitational waves from un-stable r-modes from the pulsar J0537-6910. We use data from the �rst two observingruns of the Advaned LIGO network. We �nd no signi�ant signal andidate and setupper limits on the amplitude of gravitational wave signals, whih are within an orderof magnitude of the spin-down values. We highlight the importane of having timing in-formation at the time of the gravitational wave observations, i.e. rotation frequeny andfrequeny-derivative values, and glith ourrene times, suh as those that a NICERampaign ould provide. Based on the paper https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.07605. pub-lished in The Astrophysial Journal, Volume 895, Number 1, 2020

F07LIGO-Virgo detetor haraterization and data quality:from the O3 performane to the preparation of O4Niolas Arnaud (IJCLab Orsay and EGO Pisa)Detetor haraterization and data quality � in short "DetChar" � ativities are key tooptimize the performane of data-taking periods ("runs") and to turn gravitational-wave(GW) andidates into on�rmed events. The LIGO and Virgo DetChar groups are ativefrom the detetor to the �nal analysis and over various latenies: online �rst, to tag thedata that searh pipelines an analyze in real-time; then, the quik vetting (few tens ofminutes at most) of the open publi alerts targeting the broad astronomer ommunityfor follow-up observations; �nally, o�ine work to de�ne the �nal datasets and the �nallists of GW events to be published and released publily. This poster summarizes theDetChar performane during the O3 run (April 2019 - Marh 2020) and desribes themain improvements and upgrades that are foreseen for the O4 run that should startduring Summer 2022 and inlude a fourth detetor: KAGRA.
F08Searhing for High Frequeny Gravitational Waves withBulk Aousti Wave ResonatorsWilliam Campbell (The University of Western Australia)We present the operation of a High Frequeny Gravitational Wave (HFGW) detetorbased on a ryogeni aousti avity and report observation of rare events at MHz fre-quenies during 153 days of operation. Utilising a piezoeletri quartz bulk aoustiwave resonator as a resonant mass HFGW antenna, three strong events are observed astransients responding to energy deposition within aousti modes of the avity. The �rstevent ourring on 12/05/2019 (UTC) has a footprint only on one mode, whereas theseond and third events, separated by 13 minutes ourring on 27/11/2019(UTC), areobserved via the simultaneous monitoring of two modes. Timing of thee events is hekedagainst available environmental observations and well as data from other detetors. Var-ious possibilities explaining the origins of these events are disussed. With the possibilityof simultaneously monitoring many overtone modes aross multiple resonators, quartz39



BAW based HFGW detetors ould provide an e�ient solution to gravitational waveastronomy at MHz frequenies. Employing natural tehniques suh as oinident anal-ysis and ross orrelation will allow future generations of this experiment to probe forexoti transient soures as well as a stohasti bakground of HFGWs
F09Spetral Separation of the SGWBs for LISAGuillaume Boileau (ARTEMIS Observatoire de la C�ted'Azur Nie)In the ontext of the orbital modulated waveforms from the white dwarf binary grav-itational foreground and the stohasti gravitational wave bakground (SGWB) in theLISA observation band, the Fisher Information and Markov Chains Monte Carlo meth-ods give an estimation of the LISA noise and the parameters of the three bakgrounds(galati, astrophysial, osmologial). We simulate a omplex waveform of the gala-ti foreground with 35 000 000 binaries. We extrat an understanding of the e�et ofthe distribution population aross masses and positions in our galaxy, the stellar oretype, and the orbital frequeny distribution. We also predit the detetable limits forthe future LISA measurement of the SGWB in the spetral domain with the three LISAhannels A, E and T. We predit detetable limits for the future LISA measurement ofthe SGWB. Adaptive Markov hain Monte-Carlo methods are used to produe estimateswith the simulated data from the LISA Data hallenge (LDC). We also alulate theCramer-Rao lower bound on the variane of the SGWB parameter unertainties basedon the inverse Fisher Information using the Whittle Likelihood. We simultaneously es-timate the noise using a LISA noise model. Assuming the expeted astrophysial bak-ground, a osmologial bakground and a galati foreground energy density of around

ΩGW ≈ 1 × 10−12to1 × 10−13 an be deteted by LISA.
F10External environmental noise in�uenes on Virgo during O3Irene Fiori (EGO Pisa)

Soures of geophysial and anthropogeni noise, suh as wind, sea, earthquakes, loaltra�, et. an impat gravitational wave interferometers by ausing sensitivity dropsand lok losses. During the 1-year long O3 observation run, the Virgo Collaborationolleted a statistially signi�ant sample of data to study the response of the dete-tor to a variety of environmental onditions. We used this dataset to orrelate variousenvironmental parameters to quantities that monitor detetor performane, suh as itsobservation range and duty yle. Where possible, we identi�ed weaknesses in the de-tetor and worked out strategies to be implemented to improve Virgo robustness againstexternal environmental disturbanes for the next observing run O4, planned for summer2022. The lessons learned ould provide useful insights for the design of the next gener-ation of ground-based interferometers.
F11BRiSTOL - a Band-limited RMS Stationarity Test Tool forGravitational Wave DataFraneso Di Renzo (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa)Common tehniques in Gravitational Wave data analysis assume, to some extent, thestationarity and Gaussianity of the detetor noise. These assumptions are not alwayssatis�ed beause of the presene of short duration transients, namely glithes, and otherslower variations in the statistial properties of the noise, whih might be related tomalfuntioning subsystems. We present here a new tehnique to test the stationarity hy-pothesis with minimal assumptions on the data, exploiting the band-limited root meansquare and the two-samples Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The outome is a time-frequenymap showing where the hypothesis is to be rejeted. This tehnique was used as partof the event validation proedure for assessing the quality of the LIGO and Virgo dataduring O3. We also report on the appliations of the test to both simulated and realdata, highlighting its sensitivity to various kinds of non-stationarities.

F12Interative Glith Web Catalogue: an on-line appliationfor glithes haraterization in the Virgo interferometerNunziato Sorrentino (University of Pisa and INFN Pisa)40



The rapid analysis of transient gravitational wave signals is beoming more and morehallenging for the LIGO and Virgo ollaborations. During the last observation run(O3), the rate of gravitational wave andidates has grown signi�antly with respet tothe previous ones. In preparation for the next run, fast and e�etive analysis tools willbe very useful to distinguish orretly the astrophysial signals from the transient noiseevents (i.e. the glithes). We present here the Interative Glith Web Catalogue, a webappliation foused on exploring glithes in Virgo. One of the main features of the toolis related to the lassi�ation of transient signals, together with integrated interativetools for investigating the glith harateristis. This tool is expeted to be ready for thenext run (O4), that should start in summer 2022.
F13Challenges and Opportunities of Ultra High-FrequenyGravitational WavesFraneso Muia (University of Cambridge)The �rst diret measurement of gravitational waves by the LIGO and Virgo ollabo-rations has opened up new avenues to explore our Universe. Currently operating andplanned gravitational wave detetors mostly fous on the frequeny range below 10 kHz,where signatures from know astrophysial soures are expeted to be disovered. How-ever, based on what happens with eletromagneti waves, there should be interestingphysis to be disovered at every sale of gravitational wave frequenies. In partiu-lar, any disovery of gravitational wave signatures at frequenies higher than 10 kHzwould orrespond either to exoti astrophysial objets (suh as primordial blak holesor boson stars) or to osmologial events in the early Universe, suh as phase transi-tions, preheating after in�ation, osillons, osmi strings, et. Hene, the searh forhigh-frequeny gravitational waves is a promising and hallenging searh for new physisand it provides a unique opportunity to test many theories beyond the Standard Modelthat ould not be tested otherwise. In this poster, I will review the state of the artabout ultra high-frequeny gravitational wave physis, both from the theoretial pointof view - summarising the most promising known soures and their features - and fromthe experimental point of view - presenting the state of the art in terms of experimentalproposals in this frequeny range and what are the possible ways forward.

F14GPE: GPU-aelerated parameter estimation forgravitational wavesYun-Jing Huang (Aadamia Sinia Taiwan)We present GPE, a GPU-aelerated parameter estimation pakage for gravitationalwaves from ompat binary oalesene soures. This stand-alone program is adaptedfrom the nested sampling �avor of LALInferene. Two main parallelization methods areimplemented: (1) the frequeny-domain waveform and likelihood alulations, (2) andthe prior sampling portion in the nested sampling algorithm. We show that GPE anprodue onsistent results ompared to LALInferene, while demonstrating a 200-400times speedup on one GPU ompared to LALInferene on one CPU. The high aelera-tion of GPE an failitate the data-analysis of deteted events, simulations for detetorobserving senarios, and prodution of sky loalization regions for EM follow-up.

F15Silia Fibers for large masses upgrade on Advaned VirgoPlusMatteo Montani (INFN Firenze)The observation of gravitational waves is highly in�uened by the detetors sensitivity,that is limited at low frequenies (10 -100 Hz) by the thermal noise. For this reason,the monolithi suspensions are one of the most important upgrades of the interferometridetetors inluding Advaned Ligo (aLigo) and Advaned Virgo (AdV). The target sensi-tivity for the new updates of Advaned Virgo Plus (AdV+) pass through larger referenemasses, and this hoie requires, among other things, a re-design of the silia �bers, anda new apability to produe and test them, in order to minimize the thermal noise inthe band of interest and to �t the load onstrains. This work will present the mehani-al design of the silia �bers for large mass update and the desired features in terms ofmehanial stress, thermal noise and resonant frequenies. Moreover some preliminarymeasures of the �bers pro�le and the breaking stress will be shown and ompared withthe design onstrains. Finally the impat of the new silia �bers on the sensitivity of theVirgo interferometer will be disuss.
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F17Appliation of spae-time spetral analysis for detetion ofseismi waves in gravitational-wave interferometerDenys Mateusz (AstroCeNT Niolaus CoperniusAstronomial Center)Mixed spae-time spetral analysis was applied for the detetion of seismi waves passingthrough the west-end building of the Virgo interferometer. The method enables detetionof every single passing wave, inluding its frequeny, length, diretion, and amplitude.A thorough analysis aimed to improving sensitivity of the Virgo detetor was made forthe data gathered by 38 seismi sensors, in the two-week measurement period, from 24January to 6 February 2018, and for frequeny range 5�20 Hz. Two dominant seismi-wave frequenies were found: 5.5 Hz and 17.1 Hz. The possible soures of these waveswere identi�ed, that is, the nearby industrial omplex for the frequeny 5.5 Hz and asmall objet 100 m away from the west-end buiding for 17.1 Hz. The obtained resultsare going to be used to provide better estimation of the newtonian noise near the Virgointerferometer.
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